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D r a m a t u r g i c a l  n o t e

METAPHORS OF THE FORGOTTEN
WORLD
A Long Night Under the Walnut Tree can be placed in
the sub-genre of village life drama. This genre was
revived by Milica Novković with A Stone to Rest Your
Head On (Kamen za pod glavu), and was also given
new strength and importance by Dušan Spasojević in
his piece Dying out (Odumiranje). At first glance, the
dying out of the Serbian mountain village household
is the main theme of this drama. But only at first
glance.
In A Long Night Under the Walnut Tree the household
and its surroundings rise from a timeless space, lead-
ing us to believe that in Serbian villages, time has, lit-
erally and metaphorically, stopped. Two walnut trees
are metaphors for the father and mother, spiritual pil-
lars of this forgotten world. Their names are
metaphors too – Vukoje (wolf) and Živana (life – de-
spite everything). They are old, poor, lonely, rough and
bitter. They drink and live hard. They have three adult
children who have gone to search for a better life in
the city. The forgotten father, Vukoje, announces his
death in order to, if nothing else, gather the family.
But this is not a drama about a hard life in a Serbian
village. This is a drama about those who have left,

about Vukoje and Živana children, about Radiša, Slo-
bodan and Milica and their children, about their fight
for the family inheritance, where conflict about ma-
terial things is a cause of and cover for conflict about
unresolved emotional issues. The problem about who
is going to look after the old and weak parents resem-
bles the conflict between King Lear and his daugh-
ters, without tragedy and pathos, but rather with
Nušić’s sense and understanding of the Serbian men-
tality. Vukoje, his children and grandchildren are close
to us, because their story is actually a story about us.
If each of us took a look at our family tree, we would
realize that just one, two or three generations ago we
all came from some “Vukoje’s village”, from a place
where wolves live – strong, enduring, raw and rough
people – from vukojebina1. Vukoje’s sons and grand-
children have to go back to their roots in order to set-
tle the unresolved scores, find their lost foundations,
find ties with their own family stories and eventually
find peace in a long night under the family tree.

Marina Milivojević-Mađarev
Translated by Goran Mimica

1 Vukojebina – in Serbian literally means “Where wolves fuck”, meaning Godforsaken place. 
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Scene: a village house front yard. In the middle of the
scene there are two walnut trees. Under one of them
there is a table. On it an almost empty bottle of home-
made brandy and two glasses. Next to the table there
is a bench stool and two chairs. Nearby there are sev-
eral logs for sitting. On the right side of the scene we
see the façade of a typical house from the Morava
river region with steps leading to the porch at the en-
trance. Next to the steps there is a yoke for carrying
milk pails. Under the porch there is a door leading to
the basement. Next to it a milk pail hangs from a
wooden stake. In the background there is a wooden
fence and gate, outlines of the distant mountains.
There is a place for storing the wood, an axe in the
log. Other household buildings can be vaguely made
out. There are some tools and objects belonging to a
humble hill village household. An electric cable runs
from the house to the table where a lamp hangs from
a walnut branch. Occasionally, during the play, a wal-
nut falls from the tree. Voices which contribute to the
early morning village atmosphere.

Our time.

Scene One
(Živana and Vukoje)

ŽIVANA (Comes out onto the porch, takes an old pot,
descends the steps, passes the table, stops, looks at
the bottle, makes a couple of steps, looks back at the
porch, approaches the table, takes the stopper out
of the bottle, takes a swig, puts the stopper back,
wipes her mouth with a sleeve and leaves the scene,
waddling. Her voice calling the chickens is heard. She
is back after a short while. Cows are mooing. She
looks in that direction.) I’ll be there, now… Granny Ži-

vana’ll milk you in a minute. (She waddles up the
porch, puts down the pot, takes the pail and puffing
tiredly goes back, stops at the table, hesitates a few
moments, then leaves the scene talking to herself.)
My beauties, granny’s coming… Be patient, my little
milkies…
VUKOJE (Comes onto the porch, stretches, looks up
checking the weather, comes down and stops half-
way, puts his hands to his mouth and yells a few
times): Golubeeee! Oi, Golubeeee! (To himself, de-
scending.) You alive, laddy? (Looks up towards the
walnuts, circles them proudly). My sons, you grew
high, spread… (melancholically) Oh, well, if those
down there, your peers too… Rose high up, and only
one branch broken… I am afraid… A storm could
break a branch in no time… (Crosses himself.) God
forbid! Protect them, God… (Picks a leaf, crushes it
between his hands, smells it.) It makes my head
spin… Fills my soul…Eh, life, life. (Sits at the table,
looks at the bottle, shakes his head suspiciously,
pours some brandy in a glass, puts a packet of ciga-
rettes on the table, takes a cigarette and lights it,
drinks from the glass with pleasure.)
ŽIVANA (Returns carrying the heavy pail. Reproach-
ingly.): Are you out of your mind, Vukoje! Every morn-
ing you call to this deaf Golub… 
VUKOJE: Deaf, so what?
ŽIVANA (Reproachingly.): You do it to wind me up…
You’re yelling like some town crier….
VUKOJE: No, c’mon, Živana… What wind up? I want
to hear I am still alive, that I don’t have a cobweb over
my mouth…
ŽIVANA: Well, you don’t, you don’t! Don’t you worry,
Vukoje! You’ve been washing it out since early morn-
ing…
VUKOJE: So, why don’t you grab one too?
ŽIVANA: Ooph, no way! I’ve been tripping and drag-
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ging this bucket even without that… Still have the
bread to make…
VUKOJE (Points towards the neighbour’s house.):
Make some for him, poor sod…
ŽIVANA: You burden me with him, too…
VUKOJE (Good-naturedly): It’s a good deed, Živana…
He’s our neighbour…
ŽIVANA (Mumbling): Good deed… Good deed… (Re-
proachingly.) Why don’t we open a bakery, feed the
whole village… (Loudly) Look, I am all hump…
VUKOJE: You are, surely, like a yoke…
ŽIVANA (Touchy, quarrelsomely.): Yeah, it’s a good
thing I still haven’t snapped in half with all that’s on
my shoulders…
VUKOJE (Mischievously.): Yeah, well, when you were
on your back it wasn’t like that, eh?!... And now…
(Singing) “Now those days are gone, my love.”
ŽIVANA: What are you on about, damn you? Shame
on you!
VUKOJE: Wha’? Who’s gonna hear me? my sons,
grandsons, neighbours maybe? No-one, there’s no-
one, Živana… No-one… No-one… No-one to pass
down the lane, no-one to bid us good day, or to curse
me properly at least… We could walk around the yard
naked…
ŽIVANA: Whoah! You are totally gone… You must’ve
stepped on a big crack. Look at yourself, you old
wreck… 
VUKOJE: Who’s a wreck?! Me? (Showing off.) I can
still, Vukoje still can… (Puts his hands on his hips, and
like a cockerel, starts flapping his wings and pranc-
ing.)
ŽIVANA: Dear Lord, he’s gaga! (Reproachingly.) Stop
prancing, crazy oaf! (Going towards the steps.) Don’t
forget to wean the calves. They could oversuck.
(Looks back. Laughing.) And stop fooling around, old
man, your pants will fall off. (Enters the house.)

VUKOJE (Looks after her, confused. To himself, shak-
ing his heads): Well, yes, almost down… (Leans over,
picks up a walnut, sits at the table, cracks it, studies
it. While doing this, he hums a folk song: “Falling,
falling leaves”. Looking at the walnut.) A real brain!
More like two. With four sides, and a man has only
two. That’s why it’s more cleverer. Sure… Double…
Where it grows from that’s where it puts roots. While
a man, you push him, he just rolls over… A brain, man!
Of course! Hm… Yes… (Pours a drink and slowly
drinks it up. Lights a cigarette and smokes peacefully.
Pensively.) You push him – he rolls. Yeah…Why do I
yell, she says. To not go dumb, to not have my mouth
rot. Wreck, me? No way, I ain’t giving up yet (While he
is observing himself he continues to hum the same
tune.) Vukoje still can do it. In my soul I am still… (Hes-
itating.) The mirror screwed me. I expect to see that
firm, youthful face I see in myself, but… there’s al-
ways that face, wrinkled like some Gypsy’s bellows,
of my Peter that greets me. I touch my cheeks, the
one in the mirror does the same. I stare at him, he
stares at me. I see, it’s me, but still as if it’s not, as if
I am him. I feel like smashing it. (Sighing.) Peter, my
Peter… God bless you, you’ve lived a long one, with
us. (Pensively.) How long? Eighty… Eighty-two…
Enough, I swear. A lot, plenty. (Suddenly aware of his
age.) Why enough?! (Worrying.) I am about to hit
eighty. Yes, of course. Yep… In a few years I’ll be kiss-
ing a priest’s beard too! Phew, bloody hell! Phew. That
went fast. Years passed in a flash. Where did it all go?
Fuck life. It’s gone. Peter was right when he said that
whatever has an end, no matter how long it is, does-
n’t last long. Yep, short Peter, short, indeed… I can
see now that it’s short. And the brain cheats and
cheats… Lying bastard. Fuck the cheat! (Philosophi-
cally.) My soul craves and wants. My double. (Smil-
ing.) It looks like it’s time for him to retire. (Pensively,



proudly.) For sure, we have worked hard enough -
plenty! (Shaking his head.) He’ll retire. (Gently hits his
thigh.) And me? (Looks towards the door.) And us?
When shall we? I’ll… (Decisively.) I will, I swear to
God… (Hesitantly.) And yet, again, I reckon, it’s too
early. I feel I can still, like once upon a time, grab an
ox by the horns, twist its head and throw it on its back.
Yet, the calves knock me down, slip out of my hands.
(Suddenly remembers.) The calves! Damn it, my
head’s gone! Screw my brain (Shaking his head.) My
dear Vukoje, you’re not good enough even to make a
bent cane. (Gets up and quickly goes towards the cow
shed, yelling.) Golubeee! Hey, Golubeeee! (Whisper-
ing to himself.) You still moving, Golub?
ŽIVANA (Comes out onto the porch. Hears him,
crosses herself.): Oh, Lord! There he goes, my crier…
VUKOJE (While leaving the scene.): Can your deaf
ears hear it, Golub...?
ŽIVANA is busy, now in now out of the house. 
Silence on the stage, as if the time has stopped. 
VOICE (Off, from a distance.): Vukojeee! Hey, Vuko-
jeee! Are you alive, Vukojeee! Can’t hear youooo! Su-
uuure! Suuure!
ŽIVANA (Looks towards the voice, nods ironically.):
Town criers. To hell with you. Long ago you…
Silence for a few moments.
VUKOJE (Behind the scene, moaning.): Živana! Hey,
Živana! Živana!
ŽIVANA (Scared, from the porch.): Vukoje!? (Descends
quickly, mumbles.): Dear me, dear me, have the
calves trampled him? My poor Vukoje. (Loudly, run-
ning towards his voice.) What’s happened, Vukoje?
Here I come! I am running, running, Vukoje!
VUKOJE (Painfully): Hurry up, woman. Faster, Živana!
Faster! (Laughing.) My pants fell off, Živana!
ŽIVANA (Stops abruptly. Puts her hands on her hips.
Crosses herself and starts walking back, approaches

the table, sits, tired and takes a good swig from the
bottle. Reproachingly.): Well, you are completely
gone…

(Light curtain)

Scene Two

The same scene as before. Some other morning.
(Živana and Vukoje)

ŽIVANA comes onto the porch carrying a pot with food,
puffs occasionally, descends, passes the table, stops
and looks at the table, steps towards it, then changes
her mind and waddles to the background of the
scene. We can hear her calling and feeding chickens. 
VUKOJE (Comes out of the house, stretches, looks at
the sky, shakes his head as if talking to somebody,
then, with a smile, descends the steps, returns, takes
a cap from the porch, brings it near the table, picks
a leaf from the walnut – crumples it between his
hands and smells it deeply. Puts his hands together
around his mouth and as every morning calls out.):
Ooooi! (Changes his mind, flaps his hand dismis-
sively, sits, takes a bottle, lifts it to look at, stares at
it.) You are almost finished too. How fast you went,
damn you. (Sits on the chair semi-turned towards the
audience, puts a packet of cigarettes on the table,
clumsily takes one out, looks at his fingers and
shakes his head while lighting it, enjoys the first pull.
Coughs, takes a swig from the bottle.)
VOICE (From the distance, behind the stage.): You
alive, Vukojeee!? Can’t hear youooo! Yeeeah,
yeeeeah!
VUKOJE (To himself.): You will, you will, Golub. Even
the deaf will hear this.
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(ŽIVANA is back. Huffs and puffs. Glances at Vukoje
and turns her head the other way while passing him.)
VUKOJE: Huffin’ and puffin’. You still at it?
(ŽIVANA stops and looks at him angrily, continues
hesitantly.)
VUKOJE (Smiling.): What are you, Živana – a woman
or whiner? 
ŽIVANA (Stops. Angrily.): What am I? (Sobbingly.) Right
now I am: harvester, thresher, whiner. Whatever you
made of me, you cruel bastard.
VUKOJE (Pours some brandy and drinks it up. Apolo-
getically.): To warm me up. Nippy these mornings. 
ŽIVANA (Ironically.): Yeah, sure, nippy. (Reproach-
ingly.) You’ve grabbed that bottle again. (Sobbingly.)
What should I, poor me, grab? 
VUKOJE (Jokingly.): Neck one down! (Pours the sec-
ond glass.) You huffed and puffed all night. (Gives her
the glass. Laughing.) Take it, get some steam. 
ŽIVANA (Puts the pot down on the ground, approaches
the table but does not take the glass.): How could you,
Vukoje? You could at least have left the calves. (Cry-
ing.) How can I go to an empty cow shed now?
VUKOJE: Then don’t. No-one’s forcing you. No, no-
one…
ŽIVANA: Years and habit are forcing me, you cruel
soul! (Crying.) For 50 years I’ve first attended the cat-
tle. Talked to them, patted them, spoilt them like chil-
dren, and you? You are a disaster, ruined our house
for some stone slabs.
VUKOJE (Smiling, giving her the full glass.): Listen to
me, woman; neck it down…
(ŽIVANA takes the glass and drains it.)
VUKOJE: There! Good, woman, good! Understand one
thing, Živana; first, they are not stone slabs. Marble!
First class marble, you silly woman! You think they
would erect such a monument for us! Some kind for
sure… something simple… Bah. 

ŽIVANA: I don’t care…
VUKOJE: Well, you see, I do! I want everyone to know
that Vukoje and Živana Milenković have been in this
world. That they lived honestly and carried their bur-
den to the end. I want my descendants to know what
their roots were like. So that they are not ashamed of
us…. 
ŽIVANA: When I die they can throw me into the creek
if they want. I don’t care…
VUKOJE (Jokingly.): Your Vukoje won’t allow it! He’s
gonna fix you nicely. Not a lump of earth will fall on my
Živana. 
ŽIVANA (Looks at him angrily, spitefully.): Well, well!
You are gonna fix… I’ve got children…
VUKOJE: We’ve got them, you mean. And where are
they, eh? For the whole year not one has called…
ŽIVANA: They’ve got their own worries…
VUKOJE (Follows his thought.): If they had any they
would have remembered ours too. For example,
Radiša – I understand him; busy around the house.
But, the doctor, he could. At least he knows what one
needs at our age…No-one, no-one, man! Nobody.
ŽIVANA: You left her out again! When you curse her…
VUKOJE: Milica left herself out at birth… We gave birth
to someone else’s luck, woman…
ŽIVANA: Ours, ours, Vukoje! Don’t sin like that.
VUKOJE (Pacifyingly.): Fine, then – she’s ours… Then
again, she’s not, being a girl.
ŽIVANA: For each son you planted a walnut in front of
the house. For Milica, an apple tree, behind the
house.
VUKOJE: My grandfather and my father did the same:
for a boy, sure – a walnut. To put the roots deep down,
to branch. To be hard! For a girl, that’s sure too; an
apple tree. Of course. To be healthy, pink, fruitful
and…to be sweet. (Pours another glass.) The
Milenkovićs have always done it like that…sure… But,



let’s knock one more down, eh? Sit, don’t hover above
my head.
ŽIVANA: Hope it kills you! Poison would’ve been bet-
ter. (Takes her glass and sits on a log further away
from him.)
VUKOJE (Pacifyingly.): C’mon, don’t be angry. I love
Milica too, but she’s not the stick to lean on. 
ŽIVANA (Accusingly.): You wanted a third son too…I
know you, Vukoje, like an old penny.
VUKOJE: I admit; I did. Three walnuts in front of the
house, the thicker the shade. (Jokingly.) If only I had
had a brain to accompany that strength, now a walnut
forest would rustle around…
ŽIVANA (Bitterly – vengefully.): I hope it all goes wrong.
(Drains her glass, gets up, kicks the bench and starts
towards the house.)
VUKOJE (Looks at the bench. As if threatening.): Don’t
poke the devil, Živana! Stop!
(ŽIVANA stops. Looks at him baffled.) 
VUKOJE (Pacifyingly.): All right, fine… Have you vented
your anger? Hm…yes…You know what, why don’t you
kill a couple of chicks for the soup?! 
ŽIVANA (Ironically.): Eh?! Eh?
VUKOJE (Seriously. ): There’s no “eh”. We are having
guests for lunch… 
ŽIVANA: What guests?
VUKOJE (Mysteriously.): Guests. (Hesitates.) Well…You
know, damn it, what guests are? (With relief.) The
workers that are erecting the tombstone, digging our
graves.
ŽIVANA (Shocked): What graves, damn you! You
haven’t… that, too!
VUKOJE (Jokingly): Ours. Nice, bordered by bricks…
ŽIVANA (Returns to the table.): God and his angels
help you! Where have you heard that graves are dug
for the living? Tombstone, fine, many in the village…
But… You are joking, Vukoje?

VUKOJE (Jokingly): When you go there, in all my griev-
ing I won’t be able to hold a shovel… and? There won’t
be anybody, woman, to dig it. 
ŽIVANA: How did you get this drunk this fast, man? A
smart man doesn’t even greet great luck too loudly,
but you call out to bad luck and open the gates to wel-
come it. (Approaches the table and takes the bottle.
Leaves.) 
VUKOJE: Leave it there! Bring it back! What bad luck?
I see what you can’t or don’t want to see. (Sternly.) I
know. (Pacifyingly.) Go and do as I say; soup and stew.
Dragomir will put the piglet on the spit, beer and wine
are in the cellar…and… And, make plenty, someone
else might stop by…
ŽIVANA (Stares at him for a long time, leaves the bot-
tle, shrugs, goes towards the house): You are not all
there. Rot… Madman…Where else could you hear
such things?… Oh! 
VUKOJE (To himself.): Well, this one will be heard of
and remembered… Sure! (Bitterly.) It will be told as
long as the Milenkovićs live… (Slowly, enjoying, drinks
from the glass. Tries to get the cigarette several
times. Looks at it.) Knuckles…are you giving up on
me, eh? As if you’re not mine….
ŽIVANA (Comes out of the house, descends. Holds a
big knife. Passes near Vukoje.): Does it have to be two?  
VUKOJE (As she passes. Jokingly.): Away with that
knife, woman! Back off! And pick the fat ones.
ŽIVANA (Approaching the chicken coop.): Time has
sucked our that little salt you had in your noggin. Poor
me, what has my grey head done to deserve this!
Graves for the living?! Oh! I knew you were crazy,
but…You’ve gone totally mad…
VUKOJE (After her.): Stop nagging, hurry up!
(Chickens are nervously clucking.)
VUKOJE, obviously edgy, does not know what to do.
Gets up, sits, then gets up again. Lights a cigarette al-
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though one is burning in the ashtray.)
(There is the sound of a car arriving.)
VUKOJE (Lifts the knocked-over bench, places it next
to the table): Here they are. Well, pull yourself to-
gether, Vukoje…
(Živana is back. Carries two dead chickens. )
(Behind the scene: a car approaches. Stops. Engine
is turned off. Doors opening and closing.)

(The same characters plus Radiša, Branka and Saša.)
BRANKA (Behind the scene starts wailing.): Woe,
Vukoje, our kind host! Woe, our foundation! Alas! Alas,
my dear father-in-law! Woe!
ŽIVANA (Jumps in surprise, turns towards the voice,
drops the chickens and the knife, hurries towards the
gate. Scared.): Vukoje?! Vukoje, you hear this!? Chil-
dren! Our children! Poor me… What’s this!? (Leaves
the scene running towards the voices.)
VUKOJE (Gets up and sits several times.): Radiša’s
family… Branka is the first to wail…
BRANKA (Behind the scene.): Radiša, let me go, for
my father-in-law, like my own father… Woe, Vukoje,
my fine host! Who’s going to meet us, greet us, we
who are so sad?
ŽIVANA (Behind the scene.): Branka!? Why, my child!?
Stop, don’t! What’s wrong with you?!
RADIŠA (Behind the scene.): Let her wail, it’s fine…
So sudden, mother, how’s that? Vukoje dead!? Dear
God!
ŽIVANA: Vukoje who?
RADIŠA: Ours. Our father, mother…
ŽIVANA: No! Not Vukoje, my son… God forbid! Poor
me! Quiet, children! Mistake… Must be a mistake…
He’s alive. He’s alive, I swear on my Milica! Don’t
alarm the village… (She is telling them something qui-
etly while they come onto the stage.) 
(While approaching the table.)

RADIŠA (Carries a wreath.): You don’t say?! For sure?
We got the wire! Oh, my God, my God… Alive, you say?
But… But it must be he who…
BRANKA (Carries flowers, dressed in black.): Not
dead? Eh? Really? But you are…Oh my God, you are
crazy… Radiša, let’s go home! (Turns towards the gate
as if leaving.)
SAŠA: What’s wrong with you, mother? As if you are
sorry grandfather isn’t? What kind of people are you?
RADIŠA (Angrily, gives him the wreath.): Take it and
not a word, you don’t want something to break your
shoulders…
SAŠA (As if hurt.): Is it my fault? (Takes the wreath.)
I’m going to give it personally to grandpa…
(RADIŠA looks at him threateningly.)
VUKOJE (Comes to meet them, then stops. Shields
his eyes with his hand. As if surprised.): Hey! You, chil-
dren!?
RADIŠA (Stands and stares at him. Hesitates.): You?!
Is that you, Vukoje?! Eh, Vukoje, my Vukoje!
VUKOJE: What, my son?
RADIŠA: This is your mess…
ŽIVANA: He’s totally gone. Birds picked his brain.
VUKOJE (Shrugs): What mess? I am happy you’ve
come to visit, but you… (As if disappointed.) By the
way… If my eyes are not deceiving me you are off to
someone’s funeral…
RADIŠA: Yours, damn you! (Takes the wreath from
Saša and angrily throws it on the dead chicken. Ap-
proaching him.) Your funeral, Vukoje. Should I hit you
or… (Sobbing, embraces him.) Vukoje, my Vukoje! Big,
bad Vukoje…
VUKOJE: You don’t say, my funeral?! Phew, damn it!
(Surprised.) Mine, you say? I am still… See. (Smiling.)
Maybe I am a vampire, eh? (Wriggles out of embrace.
Hugs Saša.) And where are you, my boy?! You forgot
the old man, eh? 



SAŠA: No, grandpa, I haven’t but you know… Univer-
sity… exams…
VUKOJE: That black looks nice, my dear… And, boy, are
you good at wailing! A man doesn’t have to regret dying. 
BRANKA: Just so you know, I won’t shed a single tear
for you ever again!
VUKOJE: You do that, my dear. (Jokingly.) To be hon-
est, I don’t much trust women’s tears…
RADIŠA: Why like this, dad, why? Why telegrams,
damn you Vukoje?
VUKOJE Innocently, as if surprised.): What telegrams?
What are you talking about? Who, me? C’mon! I
wouldn’t do that.
RADIŠA (Shows him the paper.): And what’s this?!
VUKOJE: What do I know. Some paper…
RADIŠA: Telegram, telegram, Vukoje! 
BRANKA: Can’t you see, my love, that grandpa’s play-
ing the fool…
ŽIVANA: Some dark devil possessed him…
RADIŠA (Grumpily.): Have you any idea, dad, what an
alarm? Oh, my word! And Milica too?
VUKOJE (Innocently.): Who, me? What? I seeeee…
(Pointing at Živana.) She’s been nagging about how I
love Milica less. But I…
ŽIVANA (Waving her fists.): Have you done the same
with her, damn you? Poor me, what have we done to
deserve this, my children? Madman! Alas, poor me!
VUKOJE: Enough, woman, stop wailing, if I take that
yoke, the children might not have come in vain!
RADIŠA (To Saša.): Call Slobodan, tell him not to drag
that… (Feels embarrassed to say what.) Well…he can
dump it somewhere…
SAŠA (Tries on the mobile.): No signal. None…
BRANKA: How embarrassing…
VUKOJE: What do you mean embarrassing, my dear?
Well, have a seat. Have a rest… Why not? One day it’s
going to happen…

ŽIVANA: He’s ready for the asylum!
VUKOJE (Threatening.): I’ve told you what to do! It’ll
be dark before you move…
ŽIVANA (Confused.): It will, it will, dear God… Alas!
BRANKA: I have to take this off (Points to the black
dress.) It’s suffocating me…
ŽIVANA (Confused.): There, there in the house… Take
it off… You used to bring… (Picks up the chicken and
they go towards the house together.) Holy mother,
why was I born… Better to be a stone…This madman’s
disturbing my children.
(The sound of a car approaching.)
RADIŠA: That’s Slobodan… (To Saša.) Go. Prepare
them.
(SAŠA runs to the gate.)
(VUKOJE shuffles nervously. Starts. Feels like running
away.)
RADIŠA: Stop! Where are you going?
VUKOJE (Confused.): To take it to the basement
(Points to the wreath.)
RADIŠA (Grabs his sleeve.): Wait, big, bad Vukoje. Let
him be. You created the storm…
VUKOJE: Let go, Radiša. You know what Slobodan’s
like… He’ll thunder…
(The sound of car doors.)
RADIŠA: I’ve never understood, Vukoje, why you re-
spect Slobodan’s word more than mine. I can see you
are still afraid of him…
VUKOJE: Nope! I am not afraid of him, but of the doc-
tor… I’ve always been afraid of them. They are not
just… Human lives are in their hands.
RADIŠA: He’s your son.
VUKOJE: Yeah, I know, but… Let go! (While leaving
with the wreath.) Go, meet him. Calm him down,
please…
RADIŠA: Oh, people, people, what a silly old man!
Even if he were the President, he’d still be your son.
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(Goes to meet Slobodan, Petra and Vukoje Junior.)
(VUKOJE quickly enters the basement.) 
(The same, plus Petra and Vukoje Junior.)
SAŠA (While entering the scene.): I don’t know, uncle,
I don’t understand mushrooms, really…
SLOBODAN (Merrily.): He has risen from the dead, you
say? (Proudly.) You hear this, Pepi?
SAŠA: Somehow, the man’s up, on his feet…
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Ironically.): Like Lazarus…
RADIŠA (Approaching them.): So you are here…
(Greets them. To Vukoje Junior.) You are tall, eh? A
basketball player.
SLOBODAN (To Vukoje and Saša.): Do you see what
we are made of? Not even an axe can harm our
Vukoje… not to mention mushrooms.
PETRA (Wearing a black tulle veil. To Radiša, ironi-
cally.): Dead, eh?
SLOBODAN (To Saša.): Do you know what kind they
ate?
(SAŠA shrugs his shoulders looking at Radiša.)
PETRA (Ironically.): Probably the mad ones.
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Jokingly.): Vukoje thought it was a
truffle… (To Saša.) You know, a bit of stimulation for…
SLOBODAN (To Vukoje, as if angry.): I’ll give you stim-
ulation … (To Radiša.) How’s dad?
RADIŠA (Looks at them confused.): When he heard
the car he ran for the basement…
SLOBODAN: Isn’t he in bed?
PETRA: I told you that mushrooms would be the end
of them one day, but no-one was listening. And Ži-
vana, her too?
SAŠA: No…I guess not…
RADIŠA (To Saša.): What nonsense did you tell them?
What mushrooms, rubbish?! They are fine. It looks
like Vukoje himself sent us the telegrams…
SLOBODAN (Stops surprised.): What are you talking
about, Radiša? How? Him? Why would he? Is he out

of his mind? (Furiously.) God damn it! (Calms down.
Pensive.) But, is it possible? (Laughing.) That’s him!
He really did it… (To Radiša.) Well, I suspected right
away, but you… (Looks at Saša.) Mushrooms, eh?
SAŠA (To Vukoje Junior.): Shall we get out of the way,
cousin… So, how are you?
VUKOJE JUNIOR: All sorts… Like, I am studying, play-
ing a bit, like – I am fine… Like, totally – zoning…
(Takes out his mobile and the earphones. Puts one
earphone in his ear. He keeps it like that all the time.
Apologetically.) I thought on our way back … (Nods to-
wards the parents.) Just not to hear them… You know,
I am crazy about music… 
SAŠA: Have you got your band?
(Vukoje Junior. Nods but it is not clear whether he is
answering Saša or following the rhythm.)
PETRA: What shall we do with the coffin, the wreaths?
We are not going to drag them back, are we?
RADIŠA: I’d put it on his shoulders, sister, so he can,
just like Jesus with the cross, carry it through the vil-
lage…
PETRA: Yeah, true…
SLOBODAN (Approaching the table. As if angry.): Oi,
host! Hey, Vukoje! Vukoje! Come out, host!
ŽIVANA (Comes out, wipes her hands on the apron.
Confused, smiling, though she feels like crying. De-
scends cautiously.): Son! Children… (Greets every-
one.) That cursed man… I didn’t know, I swear on Mil-
ica… (Looks around for him.) Where did he scarper
to? (Hugging grandchildren.) Grandma’s boys…
SLOBODAN (Towards the basement.): Come out,
Vukoje, you don’t want me to come and get you, do
you?
VUKOJE (Peers around the basement door.): I’ll be
right there… Let me just pour…
ŽIVANA: There he goes, curse him?! (To the others.)
Every five minutes, there he goes to the basement…



SLOBODAN: Come out, man! Come on, damn you, so
I can… (Laughing.) You stubborn head, so I can – hug
you! 
PETRA (Whispering.): Dear Lord, he’s gone, too…
VUKOJE (Comes out hesitantly.): You really surprised
me, children… (Approaches.)
SLOBODAN (Hugs him tightly.): My dear Vukoje…my
hero… (Ironically.) Surprised, you say? 
VUKOJE: Yup. For sure. No-one has called for a year,
and today everybody… (Hugs Vukoje and Saša.)
Grandpa’s pride, you’ve come to see me… (Sees an
earphone in Vukoje Junior’s ear. Hugs Petra.) How are
you, my daughter? Come, have a seat… (Sits at the
table.)
PETRA (. Grumpily while greeting Živana.): Nice job,
nice, pa!
ŽIVANA: Can you see, my son, what’s this crazy man…
SLOBODAN (While hugging her.): Mother…Vukoje is
Vukoje…
ŽIVANA (Crying): Ruined our household… Devastated
our stables…
SLOBODAN (As if naively, whispering to Vukoje.): Any
idea who could have send the telegrams?
VUKOJE (Whispering.): I suspect, I suspect, dear me…
(Loudly.) Probably one of the cattle traders, for re-
venge cos I wouldn’t sell him my cattle…
PETRA (Suspiciously shakes her head.): Sure, traders,
sure.
RADIŠA (To Živana, whispering. ): Has he sold the
calves?
SLOBODAN (Confidentially to Vukoje.): Do you think
that “He” also sent Milica a telegram?
VUKOJE (To Slobodan, whispering.): I guess so. (To
Radiša.) Well, we too watch TV, Radiša. I see, cows
are going mad around the world too, and to be hon-
est, ours were acting strange, so I said, let me get rid
of them while there’s time…

ŽIVANA: Children, he’s totally… (Gestures that he’s
gone crazy.)
SAŠA (Provokingly – jokingly.): How about bird and
swine flu? You forgot about that, grandpa…
VUKOJE JUNIOR: Man, even animals hit back…
VUKOJE: Well, yeah. (Jokingly.) Have you ever heard
that a bull or an ox went crazy? No, man, only women.
PETRA (To herself): Endurance has its limits.
SAŠA (Laughs, hugs him.): Grandpa, my grandpa…
ŽIVANA (To Slobodan.): You are the doctor, here he is,
cure him. 
PETRA: Him?! He is crazier than Vukoje!
SLOBODAN: If he were an appendix, or a hernia, I
could operate. (Shrugs.) But like this…
PETRA (Enviously.): Character can not be operated on
even with a scalpel… 
SLOBODAN (Looks at her angrily. To Radiša. ): Let’s
unload the bags first. (They start. To the boys.) You
could help us too!
ŽIVANA: Good, good, so that the neighbours don’t see.
VUKOJE JUNIOR (To Saša, while they follow Radiša
and Slobodan.): It’s nice here…
SAŠA: Nice, but in the middle of nowhere, brother.
(Laughing.) Totally vuked place! Not even a mobile
can…
VUKOJE JUNIOR: Ideal…
(Slobodan and Radiša are back carrying the coffin.)
SLOBODAN (To the boys.): You get the rest!
(Vukoje Junior and Saša leave the scene chatting.)
VUKOJE (Gets up and goes to meet Radiša and Slobo-
dan.): Shall I help?
RADIŠA (Angrily.): You’ve helped enough…
VUKOJE (Approaches the coffin, takes a look.):
Fancy… I swear, you were not cheap! Though it’s not
my taste. I’ve made my own of walnut. (Knocks on it.
) Chipboard. Nice on the outside, poor on the inside.
Fakeish. (Loudly.) It’s nice and it fits Živana’s taste.
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(Laughing.) She can’t wait to see me lie in there!
SLOBODAN (Laughing.): Where shall we put it?
ŽIVANA (Spits and crosses herself.): God has taken
away what little brain you had…
VUKOJE: Take it to the basement! Put it next to mine.
On the barrels!
(SAŠA and VUKOJE JUNIOR come back, while Slobo-
dan and Radiša take the coffin into the basement.)
SAŠA (Carries the wreath and candles.): I don’t un-
derstand…
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Carries a cross.): Business, brother.
We could make stacks here. 
SAŠA (Ironically.): I see Vukoje got rich.
VUKOJE JUNIOR: We could.
SAŠA: I don’t get it…
VUKOJE JUNIOR: Cannabis, man. Cannabis plants. At
least a ton. (Enthusiastically.) You know how much
money that is, man?!
SAŠA: You are joking…
(VUKOJE JUNIOR laughs, one can’t conclude what is
he thinking about.)
VUKOJE (Approaches and studies the cross.): Hey, I
am glad to see you this smiley! Grandpa’s happy.
Yeah, yeah… It looks wooden… But the second num-
ber still has to rise…
(SAŠA and VUKOJE JUNIOR are laughing, hugging
him.)
VUKOJE (Touched.): Grandpa’s heroes! (Takes the
cross and the rest.) I’ll put this in some corner, and
you run to the bus station, maybe Milica’s coming.
(Takes the things from them and goes to the base-
ment, while Slobodan and Radiša are coming out of
it. To the grandsons.) Do you know where the station
is?
(RADIŠA Angrily clears his throat, Slobodan smiles.
They approach the table and sit.)
VUKOJE JUNIOR: No worries, grandpa, we’ll find our

way! (While they leave the scene, he addresses Saša
in confidential tone.) I can easily find cannabis seeds. 
BRANKA (Comes out of the house. She has swapped
her black clothes for normal ones.): Oh, the city folk
are here too? That was fast, wasn’t it?
PETRA (While exchanging greetings.): Boba drove as
if…as if Vukoje’s going to escape from him!
BRANKA: I also screamed at Radiša: Easy, love,
slowly… And him, just to irritate me – push, push, foot
to the floor. (To Slobodan, while they greet each
other.) You are two of a kind. Where are the kids?
VUKOJE (Returns from the basement with a full bot-
tle. Puts it on the table.): Now then, my boys, we
should have a toast. (To Živana.) Bring some extra
glasses!
BRANKA: I’ll do it, grandma. (Enters the house.) 
SLOBODAN: Shall we wait for everyone…
VUKOJE (Naively.): Why, have you invited your
cousins? (As if threatening.) It looks like you have
been plotting…
(PETRA laughs ironically.)
RADIŠA: Oh, people! You are really… (Takes out the
telegram and shows it to Slobodan.) Did I write this:
“Vukoje dead. Let everybody know – Živana.”
VUKOJE: And you accuse me… It was her who…
ŽIVANA: Dear me, dear me, in my name, you fool!
(Goes for him clenching her fists.)
VUKOJE (As if frightened.): Hold her back! She’ll get
me… She’s got cocky.
SLOBODAN: Sit down, mother! We all know…
ŽIVANA (To Vukoje.): Damn you, I mean damn you! For-
get sitting, children. I’ve got to fix the chicken. (Enters
the house grumbling.) 
VUKOJE (Laughing.): Hurry up – they’ll escape!
SLOBODAN (To Petra.): Pepi, you could give her a
hand.
PETRA (Arrogantly.): Hm. Me?! (Moves away from the



table and sits on the log crossing her legs demonstra-
tively.) 
(The same, and Milica, Boško, Saša and Vukoje. )
MILICA (Enters the scene red in the face and visibly ag-
itated. She wears black. In one hand she carries a can-
dle and a black handbag, in the other a large travel-
ling bag. She waves with her candle angrily.): What kind
of people are we?! Not even death is sacred anymore!
Does he have a soul? Oh! We should report him to the
police! Let them find him! In jail, to prison with him!
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Walks next to her, falls back a bit,
takes the bag handle.): People are bad, auntie.
BOŠKO (Runs behind them, tripping. He is visibly
older than Milica. He is short-sighted, wears thick
glasses. He carries, clumsily, a wreath which trips
him.): That’s right! We should, right away… True, peo-
ple are very, very twisted.
SAŠA (Tries to grab the wreath, to help him, but he
won’t let him.): C’mon, let me help you, uncle!
BOŠKO: No, thanks… I can do it, cousin…
RADIŠA (While they approach.): Here’s Milica and her
soloist! I bet he’s already tipsy.
VUKOJE: Don’t be like that, Radiša! That’s the way he
is – he’s my grandchildren’s father and your kids’
uncle…
SLOBODAN (Jokingly.): You know what they say: “Who-
ever drinks has no bad thoughts.” (Gets up and goes
to greet them.)
RADIŠA (He is about to say something to Slobodan,
then changes his mind. To Vukoje.): The worst pig gets
the best apple.
VUKOJE (Shrugs.): Well, now… Everyone thinks he
himself is the apple.
MILICA (Passes next to Slobodan towards Vukoje.):
First I’ll greet dad… (Crying.) Who sinned like this,
dad? (Hugs and kisses him.) My dad… All night
I…Oh…Thank God! 

BOŠKO (Approaches Slobodan.): My condolences,
Bobo. (The wreath prevents him from hugging him,
but he continues to hold it. To Radiša.) Honestly… Eh,
cousin, my cousin… (Tearfully.) Dear cousin, we only
gather under these circumstance.
SLOBODAN (Confused.): Thank you. (Looks at the
young men, shakes his head. Everybody laughs.)
MILICA (Greets everybody. To Petra.): You are wear-
ing well, my dear. Tell me the secret, please. (Not wait-
ing for the answer.) Alas, I am all…. I am burning.
Maybe it’s because of the medicine.
BOŠKO (Greets Vukoje.): My deepest… (Gives him the
wreath.) From my… from us… (Looks surprised.) But
you are…
VUKOJE: Yes, I am, my son-in-law… (Gives the wreath
to Vukoje Junior. To Milica.) And your children?
MILICA: My kids? The kids are big, dad, they don’t
want to hang round with us. (Points towards Boško.
Greets Radiša and Slobodan.) My brothers, the older
the more handsome. (To Petra.) Isn’t it so?
PETRA (Ironically.): More handsome and younger. Ha,
ha, ha.
VUKOJE (To himself.): The kids will get distant… I
thought everyone would today… Instead…
BOŠKO (About to greet Saša. Then remembers.): Ah,
we’ve already… (Looks confused. To Vukoje Junior.)
When’s the funeral?
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Shrugs. Gives him the wreath.): This
is yours, uncle.
MILICA: There’s no funeral! (Emphasizing.) No fu-
neral, Boško!
BOŠKO (Confused, moves the wreath from one hand
to another.): What do you mean, no funeral? Are we
late?
RADIŠA: You are early, cousin.
BOŠKO (No-one is ever sure whether he is acting
naively, drunk or he is just provoking. As if worried.):
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Early? Is he suffering, poor man?! (Philosophically.)
The soul can’t leave the sinful body that easily…
Won’t! Earthly sins have to be repented. I’ve read
about it. The human subconscious, my dear cousin…
MILICA (Disturbed.): Oh, Lord! Leave that wreath alone,
man! You’re gripping it like a blind man his cane!
BOŠKO (Takes the wreath and leans it against the
walnut tree. He carefully arranges the ribbons.):
Early? Why? All right, we’ll wait. (Sits at the table.) 
(Everyone laughs.)
VUKOJE (Laughing.): It’ll take some time, coz.
BOŠKO (Looks confused, when they all stop laughing,
he starts. His laughter is strange, shaky and unsure.
Apologetically.): Fine, I have nothing to do back home,
anyway. (Looks at the bottles.) Let’s have a drink for
the soul. (Reaches for it.)
MILICA (Stops his hand.): Look, Boško, dad is alive.
(Moves the bottles to the other side of the table.)
BOŠKO (As if remembering.): Ahhhh! (Looks around.)
Where’s Živana?
MILICA: No-one has died here, Boško!
BOŠKO (Confused.): But we got the wire! (As if wor-
ried.) We’ve missed it. (To Milica.) I told you not to get
off the bus, and you…
MILICA (As if apologizing.): Oh, Lord! While I was buy-
ing the tickets he took the opportunity to… And one
glass is too much. (To Boško.) Thank the Lord every-
one is alive and well. (To Radiša.) Mother?
RADIŠA: In the house, with Branka.
MILICA: I’ll get changed too.
VUKOJE (To the boys, pointing to the wreath.): Take it
to the basement. 
(SAŠA and VUKOJE JUNIOR take the wreath and
march with it into the basement. )
BRANKA (Arrives carrying a tray with sugar cubes and
glasses of water. Meets Milica, they kiss.): Have you
seen what he’s done to us…

MILICA: Forget it. At least we’ve got together. I would-
n’t recognise your children if I met them.
BRANKA (Approaches the table.): You’re right… Well,
help yourself. For father-in-law’s soul.
RADIŠA (Accusingly.): Branka! 
BRANKA: All right, love. (To Boško.) Hello, my dearest
cousin! (Whispering, stubbornly.) For grandpa’s soul.
BOŠKO (Confused.): Are you fooling with me…?
PETRA: If he had one would he do this to us?
BRANKA: No…would I do this to my cousin… Go
ahead, help yourself!
BOŠKO (Refuses to take water.): Thank you. I don’t
like it even from a shoe. (Leaning towards Petra.) You
are wrong, Pepi. Stone too, even a flint stone has one
too. When you strike it its soul lights up. 
VUKOJE (Looks at him.): Hm. Lights up, sure. (Pen-
sively.) Yes, when you strike it. (Melancholically.) So,
this is how it’s going to be one day…

(Dark)

Scene Third

Noon

The same as earlier. There are a few plates with salad
and cheese on the table, some glasses. Bottles of
beer. The men are sitting at the table plus Petra and
Branka. Živana and Milica are in the house. Occa-
sionally they come out onto the porch busying them-
selves around lunch. 
RADIŠA (Looks towards the house. Winks at Branka
indicating that she should go to help the other
women.): Branka...
(BRANKA winks back indicating Petra, who’s sitting
her cross-legged, looking angry and staring into the



distance. She copies her pose, demonstratively.)
RADIŠA (Shrugs and shakes his head.): Oh, dear, dear
me, people.
(The same characters plus Dimitrije.)
(DIMITRIJE enters through the gate in a hurry. His
vestments flapping. Goes to the table.)
ŽIVANA (Notices him from the porch.): Poor me, poor
me! My crazy man called the priest too! (Crosses her-
self and spits.)
VUKOJE (Looks towards the gate. Laughing.): St. Peter
informed him pretty fast, eh? (Goes to meet him.)
Dimitrije. Where did you come from?
DIMITRIJE: Good day, good people! Here, I wanted to
stop by…
VUKOJE: Good, good. You are welcome…
DIMITRIJE (Panting.): Well, my Vukoje, things are not
good with me. (Looks around as if counting all of
them. To the young ones.) God give you all the best!
(Wipes his forehead.) I see… I see you all gathered.
Good, good.
(SAŠA and VUKOJE JUNIOR nod in greeting.)
ŽIVANA (Descends the stairs and moves towards the
table wiping her hands on the apron.): The children
have come to visit us. We are all here, thank God.
RADIŠA: God bless you, father!
BRANKA (Approaches him and kisses his hand.): God
bless you, father!
DIMITRIJE: God protect you, my daughter! (Looking at
the others who only wished him “Good day”.) You can
see who’s from a good family. (A walnut falls, he takes
it and breaks the shell.) Time to pick them.
ŽIVANA: No, it isn’t! Vukoje won’t permit anyone to
touch “his sons” even with hands not to mention
hoes! He would kill me! It’s better for me to raise my
hand to the sacred tree than… I collect only what falls
down. The birds pick them more than… He is not like
other people, you know…

SAŠA: Radiša wouldn’t allow that either..
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Jokingly.): Is it some kind of magic,
voodoo?
RADIŠA: It’s the Milenkovićs’ tradition that their
“sons” grow freely …
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Ironically, provokingly.): And where
my walnut, Bobo?
SLOBODAN (Surprised, confused.): Yours? Well,
then… (Sour smile.) You know where, in the botani-
cal gardens…
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Provokingly.): There it can be beaten
with a stick?
SLOBODAN (Avoiding the answer. To Dimitrije.): How
are you, Dimitrije?
DIMITRIJE: As God wills, doctor! I look after God’s
flock. Keep them together… (To Branka.) Daughter,
give me a glass of water, bless you. I am burning. (To
Slobodan.) I am more in the cemetery than in God’s
temple.
VUKOJE: Better bring him a beer! (To Dimitrije.) Or
would you rather some wine, father! (Jokingly.) But,
your flock seems to be shrinking.
DIMITRIJE: Beer? Beer is fine. Fine if it’s cold. (To
Vukoje.) God’s will… God’s will, Vukoje. Shrinking
down here, growing up there. 
BRANKA: Anybody want me to bring something else?
(SAŠA and VUKOJE JUNIOR raise two fingers, like in
school.) 
DIMITRIJE (To Slobodan and then to the others.): Be-
lieve me, doctor, I’ve forgotten the prayers that go with
weddings and baptisms. I’ve gone deaf from “Abide
with Me.” I repeat “Dust, dust!” in my dreams. If there
were more brain and luck in every house in the vil-
lage people would sit like this. (With a sweep of his
arm he indicates all present.) Instead… Just the old
and crippled… Desert and misery… This village has
become Moaningville. The old moan for a glass of
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water, for a piece of bread. To have and not to have.
No-one to give them. Children don’t hear them. Not
everyone is like Vukoje’s… 
ŽIVANA: Not, indeed. (Proudly.) Our children get on,
respect each other, take care of us…
BRANKA (Looks back while going towards the base-
ment.): “Cousins don’t feed cousins, but you are
screwed if you don’t have one.”
DIMITRIJE: It’s hard, hard, my God.
ŽIVANA: Vukoje and I taught them this from an early
age. We used to split every fruit into five pieces. Now:
what can I tell you, you can see for yourself…
DIMITRIJE: Thank God, thank God, you did… For many
people children come back only to bury them…then
they run away from Jabukovo with closed eyes just
not to see how their houses are crumbling…
BOŠKO (He cups his ear with his hand to hear bet-
ter.): Crumbling, crumbling! All countries are crum-
bling… just like that… (Gets up.) It has never hap-
pened in history that…
ŽIVANA: Children run away to where’s better…
SLOBODAN (Proudly, to the young ones.): There’s not
one house in Jabukovo without at least one univer-
sity degree, and not to mention how many high school
diplomas there are!
VUKOJE (Whispering.): Children are doing better, but
what about parents?
DIMITRIJE: My Vukoje, our post-war peasant generation
has been sacrificed. (Laughing.) We, old people, we are
the collateral damage of collapsed Communism.
BOŠKO (Following his thoughts.): Countries, dear gen-
tlemen, can be brought down in two ways. Only two!
Either through revolution, or someone stronger at-
tacks and destroys them… It’s been the first time in
history that our state and the USSR that the ruling
power destroys its own country. Those in power! (To
Petra.) Isn’t it so, my dear?

PETRA (Waves her hands trying to defend herself
from Boško’s alcohol breath. Moving her chair fur-
ther away.): Well, cousin, and not only the state…
SAŠA: You are wrong, uncle! As far as I remember Yu-
goslavs did it like brothers, with hoes and spades.
BOŠKO: (Realises no-one’s listening and sits.) You
don’t understand it, my boy. Imperialists are…
BRANKA (She is back, carrying three bottles of beer.
Gives one to Dimitrije and the others to Saša and
Vukoje Junior.): Shall I pour it in glasses?
DIMITRIJE: No, thank you. It’s nicer from the bottle.
(Drinks thirstily.) Yes, good… goes smooth. God bless
you, my daughter! You cooled it fine… (Looks at
Petra’s ribbon.) Who are you mourning, daughter?
PETRA (Ironically.): My dear father-in-law…
(DIMITRIJE looks at Vukoje. Shrugs, confused.) 
ŽIVANA (Hurriedly, to Dimitrije, to distract him from
Petra.): You haven’t told us why you came…
DIMITRIJE (A bit embarrassed.): Well, I, like… I was at
the cemetery… I see workers digging a grave on your
plot, putting the bricks around, starting to erect the
tombstone…
(SLOBODAN and RADIŠA exchange glances.)
DIMITRIJE: Then…then a car with a wreath on the roof
passed. Went to the village… A bit later, there was an-
other one. With a coffin on the roof. I reckoned, who
could that be? I know a few of them are well prepared
to visit God, but no-one had told me anything. Nor did
the deacon ring the church bell this morning…
Strange…
RADIŠA: The road goes through other villages too…
DIMITRIJE: I know that, but… (To Vukoje.) Someone
said that your family was gathering, so…
BOŠKO: We came by bus for…
RADIŠA (Gives him the glass trying to stop him from
finishing the sentence.): Cheers, cousin!
BOŠKO (Takes the glass. About to spill a few drops on



the ground, but Radiša grabs his hand.): To him!
RADIŠA: To a lucky gathering, Boško! (Winks at him.)
ŽIVANA: Here, our children are here…
DIMITRIJE: I met Vukoje at the fair yesterday, in town,
but still… What do I know; God decides the time. (Jok-
ingly.) Then I thought, God forbid, maybe it’s Živana…
ŽIVANA (Crosses herself, spits.): What are you talking
about, dear Lord!? Bite your tongue!
(SAŠA and VUKOJE JUNIOR laugh.)
DIMITRIJE (Drinks up his beer.): C’mon, Živana! Words
can’t save the soul. We don’t go on that journey when-
ever we choose. (Laughing.) You will be neither the
first nor the last I’ll accompany with my singing!
ŽIVANA (Laughing.): Yeah, though, it looks like you’ll
be waiting for me there instead!
DIMITRIJE: If God wills it. (Crosses himself.) If I finally
saw the Communists go to hell (Laughing.), I can wait
for you too.
BOŠKO (Gets up.): You are wrong, sir! Communism
is… The future! Historical inevitability!
DIMITRIJE (Crosses himself.): Dear God, spare us
from that future!
BOŠKO: Wasn’t Jesus the first true Communist?
DIMITRIJE (Insulted.): Oi, oi! Wasn’t he an altruist, you
antichrist?
BOŠKO (Nodding.): That’s why he was crucified…
DIMITRIJE: But he rose again… Beat death and the
Romans…
BOŠKO (Provokingly.): When? Three hundred years
after the crucifixion. The Communists will do the
same. What we had was just a beginning, an embryo
of Communism…
DIMITRIJE (Bitterly.): Prematurely born, forgive me
saying; forced…
BOŠKO (In Russian.): Začela đevuška iz pervoj ljubovi,
my dear…… (Russian – A maiden got pregnant with
her first love.) 

DIMITRIJE (Laughing.): Rather was raped, and got
pregnant! God forgive me, lucky she miscarried…
BOŠKO (Confidently.): She’ll do it again! She will!
She’ll give birth again!
DIMITRIJE (Laughing.): To a bear cub! 
BOŠKO: A new Marx – working class Christ!
DIMITRIJE (As if insulted.): That’s blasphemy, you god-
less…!
BOŠKO: Don’t you curse Marx!
DIMITRIJE (Calming down, laughing.): All right, I
won’t… It was yours, hope it won’t come back…
BOŠKO (Stubbornly.): It was and will be.
RADIŠA: Well, the workers had it better before… And
now? Now, they are skinning us alive! We are bleed-
ing…
SLOBODAN (Laughing.): A consequence of miscar-
riage, my brother…
DIMITRIJE: That’s right, doctor! Slavic people won’t
ever think of getting involved with antichrists and
Communism again … (Gets up hesitantly.) I am off! 
BOŠKO: They will, they will. Many liked it, my friend…
RADIŠA: Well, the way the new bosses are, pardon the
expression, screwing the workers, I wouldn’t be sur-
prised if even Lenin rose from the grave… 
SAŠA (Laughing.): There are more and more faggots.
PETRA: I am not listening, cousin. Feel free to swear.
I can do that too, even nastier.
VUKOJE JUNIOR: Maybe children would be better if
men did it with men and women with women…
(VUKOJE and ŽIVANA look shocked.)
PETRA: Dear Lord, my child!
BOŠKO (To Radiša.): Well, cousin, you had what work-
ers around the world could only dream of. You should
have kept it! (Vengefully.) You allowed, man, one sin-
gle man to lead you, like some sheep, lead to…
RADIŠA: Did anyone ask us, man?
VUKOJE: At the village entrance when one dog starts
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barking the others join in. They don’t know why they
are barking, but they are…
PETRA (To himself.): To no-one and nothing we remain
faithful…
DIMITRIJE (Looks at her surprised.): And you, daugh-
ter, you don’t believe in God?
PETRA: Honestly, I don’t. (A bit embarrassed.) But I
am afraid of Him, and I am angry at Him…
DIMITRIJE (To Petra, nodding.): So you should, you
should, my child… (Leaving, mysteriously smiling.) We
should all be afraid of Him…
VUKOJE: Stay for lunch, Dimitrije.
DIMITRIJE: Gladly, if it weren’t for my wife… She is
more furious than your “heathen.” Farewell!
BOŠKO (He sits, but gets back up as if his speech can
keep him straight. Tipsy.): Capitalists, unfortunately,
were the only ones who truly believed in Communism! 
VUKOJE: Stop by for dinner!
DIMITRIJE: I will! (Laughing.) I’ll pop by if she lets me.
(Stumbles out.) Cool the beer, just in case!
BOŠKO: Wait, I want to explain. (To himself, disap-
pointed.) Run, run…
VUKOJE: Come both of you! (Looks after him.) Dear
Dimitrije, you’ve started stumbling too.
ŽIVANA (Bitterly.): Time has slipped away, Vukoje.
(Mock – reproachingly.) You’ve spent a lot of time try-
ing to snatch Ikonija’s plot…
VUKOJE (As if angry.): You again! What’s wrong with
you, Živana? Stops inventing, don’t sling mud at me
in front of the children!
ŽIVANA (As if angry.): Can you hear him? Me, I am
slinging mud! I am making it up… Everybody knows in
the village, only me…
VUKOJE JUNIOR: Hey! You too, grandpa?
SAŠA (Lifts the bottle and clinks it with VUKOJE JU-
NIOR’s. Inspired.): Long live grandpa, may he jump
over the fences for another hundred years! (To Vukoje

Junior – proudly.) Top genetic potential, brother, eh? 
VUKOJE: Don’t listen to her, kids! She’s imagining
strange things, at my age she is nagging me about
Ikonija’s plot…
ŽIVANA (As if insulted.): Whoa, me, imagining? Do you
remember, Radiša, the song he used to sing? The
whole village at me…
(RADIŠA shrugs.) 
VUKOJE (Whispering.): It’s a big village…
(SAŠA and VUKOJE JUNIOR laugh.)
MILICA (Descending. Carries plates. Heard Živana.):
Wasn’t it, mother, that…that song… Something about
leaves and… and autumn. How did it go? I’ll remem-
ber. It’s on the tip of my tongue…
SAŠA and VUKOJE JUNIOR (Start singing, at the same
time, the first verse of the song “Falling Leaves in the
Mountains.): Falling, falling leaves. Falling leaves in
the mountains!
MILICA: That’s it! (Joins in.): And cover, cover. Cover
my footprints!
VUKOJE (Surprised, to the young people.): How do you
know that? It’s an oldie.
SAŠA: Dad often sings it…
VUKOJE JUNIOR (As if surprised.): You too, uncle?
(Laughing.) I though it was Bobo’s favourite… 
(RADIŠA looks at them bitterly. )
BRANKA: Happy funeral, father-in-law!
VUKOJE JUNIOR (To Vukoje.): You could’ve hired some
trumpeters. Could be wild!
VUKOJE: To be honest, Vukoje, I thought about it but
then…
SAŠA: Grandpa, you should’ve, really!
VUKOJE: Anyway, some here think that I am… What
would they say if the trumpeters “accidentally”
showed up…
BOŠKO: With music it is more celebratory… and sad-
der.



ŽIVANA (Reproachingly.): He isn’t bothered by his
brains. The way he is he would lead a dance…
VUKOJE: I doubt it… My legs have forgotten… It’s been
a while since… But, maybe, maybe… Ah, if I could just
once lead a dance… (To his grandchildren.) And you,
why don’t you get married?
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Laughing.): Why should we? when
the chicks jump into our beds on their own…
(VUKOJE looks confused and then shrugs.) 
PETRA (Crosses herself.): Oh, God! Who’s crazier
here…
ŽIVANA (Proudly, to her grandchildren.): Well, my chil-
dren, there was no such a dancer around like our
Vukoje. When he used to… When we used to dance,
wow! I am not bragging; everyone stared at us… Eh,
once upon a time… 
VUKOJE JUNIOR (To Saša.): It’s like when we shake it,
eh?
BRANKA (To Petra.): Of the same kind, sis! Chip off
the old block…
PETRA: I know, Branka. (Looks at Slobodan.) It’s kind
of genetic.
(RADIŠA stars singing the song as if to irritate them.)
BRANKA (As if reproachingly.): They are hiding their
legs like a snake…Well…
VUKOJE JUNIOR: It doesn’t work with my Petra! She
can sniff Slobodan’s trail and pay him back double…
SLOBODAN (Angrily.): Vukoje!?
VUKOJE JUNIOR: Stop twitching, dad! This is our fam-
ily…
BRANKA: Men are men… When a bitch wags her tail
they… (To Radiša.) Isn’t that so, my love?
(RADIŠA clears his throat.)
ŽIVANA (Nervously.): All right, kids, help yourselves,
eat, drink! (Takes a glass.) My heart swells when I see
you all like this… Gathered… Hope we always meet
on good occasions! Cheers! (Drinks up.)

BOŠKO (Takes his glass. Pours a few drops on the
ground, drinks up.): Good! Very good… The priest
went for a funeral, and us?
(SAŠA and VUKOJE JUNIOR laugh.)
BOŠKO (Apologetically, smiling.): I am afraid, my
cousin, they might bury him without us…
(Everybody laughs.)
MILICA (Laughing.): Oh, my God!
BOŠKO (Looks at all of them, even more confused
and then starts laughing. Then calms down and
starts reciting.):
„ From specks of dust to celestial bodies
We have understood the secret of the wisest deeds.
We unknotted the knots of the wisest words
Only the secret of death can we not understand”…
(PETRA looks at him amazed. About to say some-
thing, then changes her mind.)
(MILICA suddenly starts crying.)
ŽIVANA (Confused.): Milica!? Daughter?!
RADIŠA (Surprised like the others, confused.): What’s
wrong now? Oh, dear, a minute ago she was singing,
and look at her now!
BRANKA: Is it something I said? Don’t, sister.
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Delighted.): People, uncle’s real
poet! Made aunt cry…
MILICA (Crying, to Branka.): No. Nobody’s fault… I
just… 
BOŠKO (To the young people, pointing upwards.):
Rubáiyát… by Omar Khayyam!
SAŠA: Never heard… 
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Laughing.): I’ve never met the guy…

BOŠKO (Proudly.): An 11th century Persian poet …
SLOBODAN (To the young people.): Do you see, chil-
dren, what the old school is, eh?
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Bowing.): Chapeau, uncle.
ŽIVANA (To Milica.): Why are you crying, my child? He
died long ago… (Waves her hand.) Way back!
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MILICA (Through laughter and tears.): No, mother… I
am just… (Starts crying again.) 
SLOBODAN (Philosophically.): Those who easily sing,
even easier cry…
PETRA (Ironically.): Ha! From happiness, for sure!
MILICA (Sobbing.): I…because…because… Today…
This day, dear family, will never be repeated…
(Everybody looks at her as if they are suddenly aware
of the passing of life.)
(Dark.)

Scene Four

The same. Late afternoon. Everybody’s present. The
table is covered with plates, beer bottles, and
glasses. Food leftovers are on the plates. There is
some home-made bread. The mood is relaxed, as
usual after a heavy meal. 
BOŠKO (Drunkenly.): The priest escaped… And I
wanted to explain to him… Prove to him… Only capital-
ists studied Communism properly and believed in it! 
MILICA: Don’t, Boško, please! Dear family, don’t hold
it against him, he is crazy about Communism… Even
more when he drinks…
SLOBODAN: It’s all right, Milica, let the man speak…
(To Boško.) Cousin, isn’t your claim paradoxical?
BOŠKO: No, it isn’t! They studied Marx well… They re-
alised Marx was right! Capital can only be obtained
by crime or appropriating the surplus of someone
else’s labour! Surplus of workers’ sweat! That’s why
they got together in order to destroy it, my dear
cousin…
SLOBODAN: Until now you have always claimed that
the Communists brought ruin on themselves.
BOŠKO: It’s true… Capitalists used the fact that the
beneficiary is usually hated… Here, even you sling

mud at the past system, and if it hadn’t been the way
it was, now you and Radiša would be ploughing the
muddy land… Many intellectuals would be looking
after the village sheep and pigs…
MILICA (Approaches him.): Don’t, Bole, please! Look,
the soup! (As if apologising.) He never makes it be-
yond the soup. Take it, eat something, man.
BOŠKO: Leave me alone, woman! Let me explain to
the people… Capitalist workers were the ones who
profited the most from Communism!
SAŠA (Provokingly.): I don’t understand, uncle… How
did they profit?
BOŠKO: They did, they did, my son! Logically… The
bosses had to pay their workers well in order to stop
them taking the surplus… Not to be like the Russians
and our… Ask them how they feel now when… No Com-
munism, no fear of Communism. And!? Lower salaries,
my brother! Firing, surplus… Recession… Do you get it
now? I claim that workers, all over the world, will rise
again… (Starts singing, drunk, slowly getting up.)
“Arise ye workers from your slumber
Arise ye prisoners of want!”
(Stumbles and sits down.) 
VUKOJE JUNIOR: Bravo! Long live uncle! (Sings.) “East
and West are rising! (Takes a swig from the bottle.)
North and South are rising!” (To Saša.) I am sick and
tired of hardcore communists.
VUKOJE (Confidentially.): You have to understand him,
Vukoje. Boško grew up in… orphanages… 
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Surprised.): Uncle is an orphan!?
(Mysteriously sighing.) Lucky him… (Drinks again. To
Boško.) Cheers, my dear cousin!
PETRA (Warning him.): Bobo! (Winks at her son.)
(SLOBODAN shrugs.)
MILICA (Pityingly.): Without parents’ love, Vukoje!
C’mon, Bole… C’mon my orphan… Let the politics
be… Eat, then later…



BOŠKO: I am full… It’s not politics, Milica… It is the
truth! (To the young people.) I can see the boys are
making fun… Fine, fine… You will pay later… It makes
me sad … It hurts… Those that got the most from Com-
munism are dragging it now through the mud! The
benefactor is hated, children… That’s why Christ was…
RADIŠA (To Boško.): I swear, your head is not for two
legs!
VUKOJE: Don’t say that, my son…
RADIŠA: He’s my brother-in-law, I have the right to
joke... Though it’s correct what he says. (To Boško.)
Only, I don’t get it why you complain, you’ve always
sucked the state dry… 
BOŠKO: I was always on leftovers… on straw, my
cousin! I defend what was… I defend the idea! With
my own life… (Stars eating half-heartedly.) I can’t. It
won’t go down… My soul resists… (His head slumps
on the table.)
MILICA: Here, it’s always like this… That’s why the kids
won’t come with us… Bole… Boško, c’mon, dear me,
have a nap. You are tired… (Tries lifting him.)
BOŠKO: Just a bit longer… Just to explain to the young
people… (Gets up swaying.) Tired… Tired of… Let me
be, I can… (Stumbles.)
(MILICA catches him.)
SAŠA (Quickly gets up.): Wait, auntie, we’ll help you.
(To Vukoje Junior.) C’mon, let’s get uncle…
(VUKOJE Junior gets up slowly, unwillingly.)
MILICA: I can do it on my own… It’s not the first time.
SAŠA: We’ll do it together.
(SAŠA and MILICA take Boško inside the house.)
VUKOJE (After them.): Put the light on!
RADIŠA: Well, sister, it was your choice…
ŽIVANA: The woman’s cursed… Poor her, what can
she do…
BRANKA: Mother, we are born to suffer. Isn’t that
right, Pepi?

PETRA: Not to suffer, Branka… People are born for
joy…
BRANKA (To Radiša.): Did you hear that, love?!
PETRA: But…
SLOBODAN (Looks at her pleadingly.): Petra!
BRANKA (Provokingly.): But?!
PETRA: But marriage… Marriages… In marriage it’s
always the other one blamed for unfulfilled happi-
ness.
BRANKA (Pensively.): Well, yeah, sure… That’s part of
life too…
(Light goes on above the able.)
ŽIVANA (Looking at Slobodan. Scared.): What are you
talking about, children? I am just saying it – moaning
to keep the curse away… (As if passionately.) Me and
my Vukoje, whoa! C’mon! This year is fifty years we’ve
been… (To Saša, who’s coming back.) You sorted him
out?
SAŠA: He’s sleeping, like a slaughtered man…
VUKOJE JUNIOR: You too, Saša? (Excited.) Well, peo-
ple, we really are twisted! Only we can have a saying
“sleeps like a slaughtered man”! My child is sleeping
like a slaughtered man! (Drinks from the bottle.)
That’s crazy! One can’t …
SAŠA (Jokingly.): You are right, I admit. It’s nicer:
sleeps like a gunned down man… (Seriously.) The way
we live, the way we express ourselves. (Sits next to
him.) Let’s go inside, there’s a basketball game.
VUKOJE JUNIOR: Are you crazy, to miss the best be-
cause of a basketball game? Believe me, I can smell
drama in the air. I’ve got a nose for it. Vukoje hasn’t
planned this for nothing…
SAŠA (Pulls his sleeve.): Let’s go. I’m not in the mood
for theatre…
VUKOJE JUNIOR: To be honest, neither am I. I’ve seen
tragedies and comedies. In some I had the leading
role… Just wait… you’ll see…
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PETRA: Qu ’est ce que tu racontes, Vukoje? (In
French, “What are you saying, Vukoje?)
VUKOJE JUNIOR: Non è vero, cara mia? (In Italian –
Isn’t it true, my dear.) Modern theatre, Pepi…
VUKOJE (Looks at Živana, confused. ): I don’t under-
stand a thing…
ŽIVANA (Reproachingly.): You don’t even understand
our language.
PETRA: We’ve been using various languages, my dear
father-in-law, for a long time! Only occasionally, and in
front of others, do we understand each other, from
habit. We often argue with silence…
SLOBODAN (Warning her.): Petra! (To Vukoje.) Women
are women, dad. They all like drinking…
VUKOJE JUNIOR: Not to mention the ones with long
tongues! (As if correcting himself, looking at Petra.) I
mean, language teachers…
VUKOJE (Shrugs looking at Živana.): I thought…
ŽIVANA: What did you think; milk and honey? In the
doctor’s house is just like in any other – more suffer-
ing than joy…
VUKOJE: Suffering? But why? They’ve got everything…
(To the young people.) Children, bring me my sheep-
skin from the house. (Feeling cold.) Nippy tonight.
(SAŠA and VUKOJE Junior look confused because
they don’t understand the word sheepskin.)
RADIŠA: Autumn. Autumn’s here, my Vukoje! (To the
young people.) His coat. 
ŽIVANA (To the young people.): On the coat hanger,
behind the door!
SAŠA (Nods, gets up. To Vukoje Junior.) Eo! Andiamo,
amico! (In Italian: “Let’s go, bro!”) (They make a few
steps, stop, collect some walnuts and try juggle with
them.) 
MILICA (Comes back from the house. To the boys.):
Please, make sure that Boško doesn’t…
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Jokingly.): Can a slaughtered man
wake up?

MILICA (Looks confused.): Oh, children, children…
PETRA (To her son.): Et toi, uets quelque chose!
(French:”Put something on”)
SAŠA (To Milica.): Don’t worry, auntie…we’ll take
care…
VUKOJE JUNIOR (To Petra.): Non cominciare senza di
noi! (Italian: “Don’t start without us!”)
MILICA (Sits at the table, refers to Boško.): Yugoslavia
is kaput, so is he. Since then he… He has never man-
aged to get over it…
(ŽIVANA and VUKOJE look at each other confusedly,
but also proudly.)
PETRA (Feeling cold.): The unhappy and old ones are
cold even in the middle of the summer… 
ŽIVANA (Jokingly.): Well, my child, I know why Vukoje’s
shivering. Fear… A wolf is afraid of the one who car-
ries a scythe. Crapping his pants!
VUKOJE: What are you talking about, woman!? I am
not afraid of it: one move, one instant and that’s it…
There’ve been many plants and animals that I had to
cut the breath of. I am afraid of what happens before.
I’ve seen how old age can humiliate and torture a
man. And death: it’s a blessing I’ve been praying for…
BRANKA: Well, then, cousin, why didn’t you send the
telegram there first?
RADIŠA (Warning her.): Branka?!
BRANKA: All right, love… One can’t even joke… (In a
bad mood.) Is it my fault that he sent those
telegrams…
MILICA (Shocked, obviously just realised.): Telegrams
– him?! Dad?! Dad, was it you!? Not you! But why,
cursed Vukoje?! How could you, dad?! I could
have…Oh! And I, crazy me… (Calms down suddenly.
Wagging her finger at the young people.) And you
fooled your aunt, you naughty boys!
VUKOJE JUNIOR (As if serious.): It’s not too late, aun-
tie… Maybe Vukoje’s gathering hasn’t been in vain…



SAŠA (As if worried.): Dear God, if the Grim Reaper
had intercepted the telegram…
RADIŠA (Gets up, threatening.): My coat! Now!
(SAŠA and VUKOJE Junior run towards the house.)
MILICA (Reproachingly.): You can’t cheat death, dad.
It’s no joke…
VUKOJE (Jokingly.): If it skipped me today, it’ll come
one day.
SLOBODAN: For all of us…
VUKOJE: I know, doctor. But, while we wait for it, what
are two us, two old logs, here in the middle of
nowhere?...
ŽIVANA: I said that we should have kept one child at
home to help us in old age. And you? Crazy man,
chased everybody away …
VUKOJE: At that time I thought that the day when I trip
over mole hills would never come. (Jokingly.) Not even
one I miss… 
ŽIVANA: Oi, the booze trips him up even on the flat. He
grabs the bottle at dawn! Bit by bit, go, measure the
barrel…
BRANKA (Whispering.): Mine does it in the evening.
(Realises that Radiša is staring at her threateningly.)
All right, then…
VUKOJE (Looks at her seriously. Apologetically.): Evap-
orates real quickly… Time drinks it…
MILICA: Time is a thief who steals the egg of life from
under heaven’s hen…
VUKOJE: Hm…Yeah… I used to carry a 150-kilo sack
of wheat up the stairs into the loft, now even the
empty one is too heavy. I stop and ask myself: God,
when did you dry me out, where did my strength go?
ŽIVANA: Drained into walnuts, mechanic, doctor,
teacher… You wanted our children to… You used to
dream…
(SAŠA and VUKOJE JUNIOR are back. Saša carries
the sheepskin coat.)

VUKOJE: Vukoje used to dream and, thank God,
dreamed it out…
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Give the sheepskin to Vukoje.): Is
this it, grandpa?
VUKOJE (Puts it round his shoulders.): Bless you both,
my heroes…
RADIŠA: Dad, we also dream our dreams… And we
look towards the future…
ŽIVANA: It’s easier for you. The children are with you.
You are young…
RADIŠA: What youth, mother?! Can’t you see I am
older than Vukoje. My workshop has drained me…
Half of my life I’ve spent under cars…
BRANKA (Bitterly.): Love, the night shift did its part
too…
VUKOJE JUNIOR (To Saša.): I am familiar with the sce-
nario…
RADIŠA (Continues, looking angrily at Branka.): And
what did the company give me!? An empty nose all
the way to my eyes. After 30 years of slaving, the lock
on the front door – technological surplus – then to
the job centre. Too young to retire, too old to start
again. I should have stayed here…
BRANKA: What are you taking about, Radiša?! 
RADIŠA (Pours himself a drink.): Everybody’s got their
own problems, my Vukoje… Everybody.
VUKOJE: I know, I believe you, son. But yours is not
the same as ours… One way or another you’ll get to
retirement. And us? Until now we could manage on
our own… And from now on, who knows? 
ŽIVANA: The way we are used to, condemned to –
we’ll slave to the grave. Don’t upset my children.
VUKOJE (Looks at her threateningly.): Don’t interfere!
I am talking to my sons. (To his sons.) We can’t go on
slaving like this… No strength…
ŽIVANA: The wisest thing is to leave the subject for
the morning. Night is not for household talk…
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PETRA: We are leaving tonight. I have no idea how to
justify even this day to the Dean…
ŽIVANA: At least, go inside the house, and there…the
way it should be done…
VUKOJE: No, we’ll do it here! Under the walnut, I
dreamt here, enjoyed every new branch, leaf… every
diploma, degree…
RADIŠA: We know that, dad… But… Before you… Be-
fore you (ironically) gathered us, you must have
planned it. We know you, Vukoje. You don’t even go to
the mill without a careful plan. Tell us what are you
plotting… 
VUKOJE (Hesitating.): Well, now… When you ask me…
I was thinking, I was reckoning for sure… Just… One
thing is what my crazy head… And the other… You are
brothers – you fix it. (Looks at Slobodan.) You are
smarter, educated.
VUKOJE JUNIOR (To Saša, whispering.): What incred-
ible optimism! Brothers to fix it! Give me a break! Two
Serbians – three philosophers… Ha, ha, ha…
PETRA (Whispering, looks at Slobodan.): There’s no
bigger fool than an educated fool…
SLOBODAN: There is, there is, Pepi. She is bigger: ed-
ucated and vain…
BRANKA (Looks at them surprised then nods.): Of
course, there is.
(PETRA steps away from the table and takes a disin-
terested, proud pose.)
RADIŠA (Looks at Petra, then at Slobodan. To
Vukoje.): But, you are…
VUKOJE: Alive, just alive. From now on, days are ticked
off for nothing…
RADIŠA: Well…we’ll help as much as we can. (Smil-
ing.) Here, we’ll retire you. We’ll send…
BRANKA: How? Out of what, Radiša?
RADIŠA (Angrily.): Don’t interfere!
SLOBODAN: We’ll come around… Radiša is closer,
so…

VUKOJE (Ironically.): Just like lately, eh?
BRANKA (Looking at Radiša trying to warn him.): Not
everybody can sit on two chairs at the same time…
VUKOJE: Not really…
VUKOJE JUNIOR (To Saša, touching his shoulder,
pointing towards Branka.): Heard that, bro?! (Enthu-
siastically.) What an aphorism!
RADIŠA (To Branka.): Don’t stir the devil, woman!
BRANKA: What devil, can’t you see… Fine, fine…
VUKOJE: You heard Dimitrije… Money can’t carry
water buckets, make bread, cut wood…
ŽIVANA: Exactly… Here, poor Golub has everything,
but no-one to…
VUKOJE (Frowns at her.): Didn’t I tell you?
RADIŠA (To Slobodan.): You are wisely silent…
SLOBODAN: Me? Well, yeah… I don’t know. I don’t
know what to tell you. (Looks at Petra.) We haven’t
talked… I thought… We’ll send for sure…
PETRA (Enigmatically.): Ha! Yeah? 
MILICA: Boško and me, as much as we can…
VUKOJE (To Milica.): I am not counting you.
MILICA (Insulted.): Why? Our money’s dirty?
VUKOJE: No, no! No-one’s is… But… You have to take
care of Boško, the kids… You’ve got your problems…
RADIŠA (To Vukoje.): You haven’t said what you are
plotting.
VUKOJE (Scratching his head.): I… Well… How can I
put it… I was thinking… Sure… I’d do it like this… As
far as I understood, you, Radiša, are jobless… Come
home, son, to what’s yours. Bring your tools, there is
no mechanic around, so do a bit of mechanics a bit
of land, you’ll… Leave the house to Saša. Let him get
married. He’ll be a young homeowner, young father,
young father-in-law. You’ll do fine, we’ll do fine, him…
We’ll help him, from here, the way we did for you…
SAŠA (Jokingly.): Done! Everybody would be content
and happy.



VUKOJE JUNIOR: Not everybody can sit on two chairs
at the same time… (Laughing.) Auntie, that’s a good
one.
(RADIŠA looks at them angrily. He gapes in surprise.)
BRANKA (Shocked, ignoring the young people.): Did I
hear right?! (Looks at everybody.) Are you joking,
cousin? (To Radiša.) Did you hear that, love? Like a
true host, indeed.
VUKOJE: Well, you asked me…
RADIŠA (Catches his breath. With an effort, calm.):
Well, Vukoje, you’ve really been plotting! Great! To ruin
my home in order to save yours. Oh, my God, my God!
You thought, Radiša is used to carrying a burden so…
ŽIVANA (Conciliatorily.): Well, c’mon, it was just a sug-
gestion…
RADIŠA (Drinks up.): Just a suggestion, Živana. He’s
hit me with a sledgehammer! Oh my God! Is there a
god? Why do I always get the worst?
BRANKA: “Good boy, gets the gold star”…
RADIŠA (Sharply.): Why didn’t he suggest that to Slo-
bodan?
VUKOJE JUNIOR: Good idea, cousin! I raise both
hands for “yes”…
BRANKA (Bitterly.): Well, it’s not like that, Radiša…
Imagine academics working the land…
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Delighted.): It’s cool; farmers – in-
tellectuals!
RADIŠA: And I have to and I can do everything! They
said: you have to learn a craft – so I did… Come and
let’s harvest – there I go… The harvest’s started – I
take holidays and run here. (To Slobodan and Vukoje.)
And they, first the Adriatic, then the Aegean, then the
Black sea…
BRANKA (Interrupts.): And the sea of Marmora…
RADIŠA (Looks at her.): Here, my wife learned geogra-
phy following their holidays… Man, I couldn’t wait to
get home and have a rest from the holidays…

BRANKA (Insulted.): Ha... Well…
SLOBODAN: We’ve never stopped you from…
RADIŠA: True, you haven’t, brother. (Looks at Vukoje.)
But… (Reproachingly.) As if Radiša too couldn’t have
graduated with a PGCE, or from high school or uni-
versity, so that he… (Stops suddenly.) 
BRANKA (Bitterly.): Say it, love, say it; you could have
found some missy, educated… I know what’s bother-
ing you…
SAŠA (To Vukoje Junior, whispering.): This is mum’s
incurable complex…
MILICA: Well, you can really profit, brother! What have
I gained? From one problem to the next. If it wasn’t for
Boško… I would have… A craft is worth pure gold. If I
lose my job I could only beg in front of the church or
on the bridge.
RADIŠA (Desperately.): Oh, my people, when this
woman says these things! It drives one crazy…
BRANKA (Whispering, bitterly – to herself.): Ha... I can
see how they respect the educated…
(PETRA looks at her, about to say something, then
changes her mind.)
VUKOJE (Guilt in his voice.): It just happens to be like
this, son. You are the oldest, you had to go first to the
city, to help me and the others to get on their feet…
You were the locomotive.
RADIŠA: Radiša pulled well, he did… And now, back to
the mud… What am I? A tractor!?
MILICA: Are you accusing me?! I used to send to Slo-
bodan too… I’ve paid my dues…
BRANKA (Looks at Slobodan. Whispering.): To him…
VUKOJE (Waves his hand to calm Milica. To Radiša.):
Wait, don’t jump ahead! Hear me out first… Just so
you know, the house and everything… (With a sweep-
ing movement.) I’ll leave everything to Radiša if…
BRANKA (Through laughter, ironically.): I hope my
brother-in-law won’t be angry! (Sharply.) C’mon,
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Vukoje, all of this isn’t worth our garage in town…
VUKOJE (Shocked.): Isn’t worth it!? What do you
mean, isn’t worth it, my dear?!
RADIŠA: Only to you and Živana. Could you sell this to
anyone?
VUKOJE (Confused.): Why, why would I sell it?! It’s
mine… ours. Belonged to our fathers, grandparents…
ŽIVANA (With a sweeping movement indicates every-
thing around.): Hey, children, look – our wealth is in
our land!
SAŠA: That’s it, granny! (As if thrilled.) A ranch – wow!
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Thrilled.): Fantastic, brother!
VUKOJE (Still confused.): Here were born Peter, his
son Ostoja, his Milenko, Milenko’s Peter, myself,
Radiša, Slobodan and her (Pointing to Milica). If it was
worth it to them, it is worth it to us. (Dreamy.) If I was
to move my little finger, many would come running to
buy it…
RADIŠA (Ironically, laughing nervously.): Oh, yeah, for
sure, people from Jabukovo, from the city and abroad,
a long queue would go all the way to the gates…
BRANKA (Bitterly.): Yeah, the first would be grandma
Velika, Radoje the Cripple, Golub the Deaf…
RADIŠA (Calmer.): Wake up, man. (Pointing to Slobo-
dan.) How many of our best are in the village? Maybe
one, or two! And we are too… Have you gone blind,
Vukoje? 
VUKOJE (Hesitating, not sure.): Well… sure… yes…
there isn’t… you are right… who would… (His head
drops into his hands on the table.)
VUKOJE JUNIOR (To Saša.): Non ti ho detto… La
drama vera e propria… (In Italian: Didn’t I tell you… a
drama) The prologue has started…
SAŠA (Whispering.): La scena serba, oggi. (In Italian:
Serbian scene today.)
RADIŠA: Nobody would take it even if you were giving
it away, not me… What a crazy man…

BRANKA: You’ve plotted that well, doctor. Better to put
a millstone around our necks and straight to the
well…
(RADIŠA looks at her surprised.)
PETRA (Looking at Slobodan.): Can you hear this,
Bobo?
VUKOJE: Don’t be like that, Branka! I alone… From my
angle…
ŽIVANA (To Vukoje, reproachingly.): You are turning my
children against each other…
RADIŠA (Furiously.): Fuck the angle from which you
target me only!
SLOBODAN: What’s the matter, Radiša? Calm down…
Stop swearing!... Easy man… I don’t know you like
this. You’ve been never like this…
RADIŠA (Calms down. Meekly.): I don’t know myself
anymore… The times have made me crazy… I thought,
when Saša graduated, that I had solved all my prob-
lems. But no! I went on the dole, and him, like all his
friends, would like to go across the ocean. Why did
we build a house, get a mortgage, save? I can’t work
even privately anymore … I don’t even know how to
open the hood on these new car models. Time has
overrun me… 
BRANKA: It’s better if he goes to the ends of the earth
rather than wandering around all night, or, what’s
even worse, getting into drugs or alcohol… 
PETRA (To Slobodan.): C’est sur son compte! (French.
– She’s referring to him.)
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Laughing.): No, not me, Petra. Just
a coincidence. (To Saša, winking.) A bit of grass be-
fore the show…
(SAŠA looks at him surprised.)
(BRANKA doesn’t understand, but nods.)
RADIŠA: When my wife says these things, that’s like…
(Threatening Branka.) I’ve told you not to interfere!
VUKOJE: So, that’s it… Everybody’s on his own… You



don’t need us anymore. While you stood on our shoul-
ders it was…
(SLOBODAN and RADIŠA exchange looks.)
VUKOJE JUNIOR: Time out! Time out, people!
(Everyone goes silent.)
VUKOJE JUNIOR: C’mon, people, solve the problem in
a simple way, like the Japanese!
(Everyone stares at him.)
VUKOJE JUNIOR: They, simply, take the old parents to
the top of the “Noble Souls Mountain,” something like
that, and leave them there… so they are closer to God…
SLOBODAN: What are you jabbering about, Vukoje?
VUKOJE JUNIOR: I saw it, I swear on Petra, in some
Japanese film…
SAŠA (As if curious.): Kurosawa’s?
VUKOJE JUNIOR: Can’t remember who directed it,
but…
VUKOJE (Looks at them. Ironically.): Jabukovo is on a
hill, you don’t have to carry us far…
SAŠA (As if seriously.): Damn it, the Japanese are
practical.
RADIŠA (Surprised.): Saša!? Are you out of your mind?
VUKOJE JUNIOR (To Slobodan and Radiša.): Honestly
speaking, you too, old farts, could stay at the top. It’s
not worth coming down to the town just for a few
years…
SAŠA (Laughing.): We wouldn’t have to carry you…
PETRA: Horrible! Children, how could you joke in such
a sick way.
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Laughing.): Well, Pepi, you know how
it goes; while you are already up there…
PETRA (Shuddering.): Dear mother, what have I
raised! I can’t believe…
SAŠA (With a smile.): Grandpa couldn’t believe it ei-
ther, and then… That’s the problem… 
VUKOJE JUNIOR: My parents have been my problem
since I was born…

(BRANKA quietly laughs.)
RADIŠA (To the young people, sharply.): Mind your
own business! Or do you want me to teach you some
order!
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Laughing): But we are talking about
order, cousin! (Gets up, as if to distance himself from
the table.)
(SLOBODAN laughs.)
SAŠA (To Slobodan.): According to Freud and Jung it
is normal, isn’t it? (Joins Vukoje in laughter. Takes two
bottles of beer. They sit further away from the table,
drink, crack walnuts and chat.) 
MILICA: The children are joking… The young are not
serious… Yours are great. (Melancholically.) Mine…
Since Boško started to… They won’t go anywhere with
us. I understand them.
VUKOJE (Not looking anywhere, his head in his
hands.): So? What are you two suggesting? How are
you going to pay off your debt to us?
(SLOBODAN and RADIŠA look at each other and
shrug. Silent.)
ŽIVANA: No-one owns me anything! 
VUKOJE: Sure they do, sure… They owe us the dirt
under their nails…
RADIŠA: I know that too. (To Slobodan.) They respect
your word more.
SLOBODAN: I’d like to suggest something… Only… Is
it the solution, I don’t know, I am not sure. You sur-
prised us, Vukoje…
VUKOJE: How? That I am still alive?
MILICA: C’mon, dad!?
SLOBODAN (To Radiša.): You’ve got a house, yard,
space… Take them to your place, and I’ll cover the ex-
penses every month (Sharply.) That way I’ll pay my
debts…
PETRA (Surprised.): Ha! Yeah!
BRANKA: Well, doctor! You didn’t graduate for noth-
ing…
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RADIŠA (Struggling with his anger.): Clever, very
clever, brother. (Raising his voice.) However you put it,
Radiša pays. (Furious.) Do you all really think I am that
stupid? (Starts to laugh hysterically. To Živana.) Have
you fed me on donkey’s milk, or what?
ŽIVANA (Confused.): Nope, son… With mine.
RADIŠA: And they think I am a moron…
SLOBODAN: I don’t understand why you are getting
angry, Radiša… I suggested… I thought… This way we
can handle it more easily.
BRANKA: C’mon, where you stitch we can squeeze
through, doctor!
RADIŠA (Shakes his head at her.): Branka! (To Slobo-
dan.) I understand, brother! (Calmer.) I get it. Fine.
It’s all right to… Sure… But, we’ll do it this way, fair.
One for you one for me… Eh?... You always had a
choice, you were sheltered from the wind, so take
your pick! You want Vukoje or Živana?
PETRA (Crosses herself.): Wise, I swear…
BRANKA: Don’t cross yourself, Pepi, it’s time you got
your hands dirty, washed the peasants’ underwear…
RADIŠA (To Branka, threateningly.): If I hear just one
more word!
BRANKA (Repenting.): All right, all right, love… (Whis-
pering, to Živana.) But what, the lady should get her
hands dirty, wash their underwear…
PETRA (Insulted, to Branka.): Is that so? (As if curi-
ous.) Like you do?
BRANKA: Yes, we do, madam. And we wear silk ones
– Chinese… (Adding.) With lace…
(SAŠA and VUKOJE JUNIOR laugh.)
(PETRA makes a gesture of surprise and disbelief.)
SLOBODAN: Can you imagine Vukoje on the sixth
floor, in the chaos of the city? At your place he would
be on the land, he can busy himself around the
house, he can bear it more easily… We’ll take
mother… 

VUKOJE (Apparently calm, giving advice): Then, better
roll the dice…
PETRA (Angrily.): What do you mean “we”? You won’t
even ask me.
SLOBODAN: Why should I! It’s my mother…
PETRA: Is that so?! (Furious.) If she is yours, you look
after her, alone! Eh? Give me the keys! Give me the
car keys!
SLOBODAN (Shakes his head.): What’s the matter,
Pepi?
PETRA: Not even my mother… Eh! Give me the keys!
I don’t want to listen to this… I want to go home… 
SLOBODAN: You want to go home? Go then, you know
the way…
PETRA: Give me the keys, Slobodan!
SLOBODAN: You can also go on foot, Petra…
PETRA (Approaches him and slaps him softly.): Bas-
tard! You mean bastard! On foot?
SLOBODAN (As if joking, though he feels embar-
rassed.): So, we’ve got physical! Do you see this, my
Vukoje? (To Petra.) No. I won’t give you…
PETRA (To her son.): You tell him, Vukoje! Take them,
take me away… I can’t do it anymore. I can’t, I won’t…
VUKOJE JUNIOR: That’s not written in the script, mum.
You have to play your role to the end. 
PETRA (A bit hysterically.): Son! Tell him! (To Slobo-
dan.) You hear this?! Give me the keys, Slobodan.
SLOBODAN: You are a bad driver anyway, but now, this
upset, even worse! (Jokingly.) I don’t want anything,
God forbid, to happen to you… It’s safer with the road
under your feet…
VUKOJE JUNIOR (From his seat.): Sit down, Pepi! Calm
down. Don’t dramatize, please… We’ll go together, as
usual after the show… (Whispering to Saša.) Now, its
time for tears…
VUKOJE: Do you hear this, Živana, for God’s sake?
Slobodan’s trying to divorce us at an old age. It’s a



bad prescription, doctor! For more than fifty years Ži-
vana and I have been enduring each other, suffering,
earning as much as we can, put you through schools,
and in the end you are trying to divorce us…
SLOBODAN: Radiša suggested… (To Petra.) Are you
still here? 
PETRA (Starts to sob quietly. Sits further from the oth-
ers.): You horrible monster…
ŽIVANA: Children, please don’t argue because of us…
(Reproachingly.) Vukoje, forget it, Vukoje… Can’t you
see, man… You are turning my kids against each
other…
VUKOJE (Continues in the same tone.): Even when I
used to sell cattle I’d keep them together, wouldn’t
separate them, and you want to…
MILICA: Don’t be angry, Radiša, but I think it’s best
for mum and dad to be with you. 
BRANKA: Ha! Well, well, they’ve arranged everything.
I’ve told you, Radiša. (Looks at him fearfully.) Hey!
(RADIŠA starts towards her threateningly. Then re-
turns.)
BRANKA (Scared.): Alright, then…I won’t…
SLOBODAN (To Radiša, hesitating.): Shall we find
someone young to give them a hand… or maybe in a
home…
RADIŠA (Grumpily.): What home?
SLOBODAN: Home for… You know what I mean?
VUKOJE JUNIOR (From his seat.): Uncle, don’t you get
it, dad means home for those with one foot in the
grave…
SLOBODAN (To his son, threateningly.): You’ve really
done it now! (Calming.) Listen kid, you are talking too
much! Do not interfere, please. (To Radiša.) They
would be together and well looked after…
RADIŠA: Have you any idea, man, how much is costs?!
I don’t have it…
VUKOJE: With our own children around, do you want

some strangers to handle us? Do you see, my wife,
what we have raised?
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Through laughter.): It’s less painful
with a stranger, grandpa…
SLOBODAN: We are talking, dad. Looking for the best
solution…
VUKOJE: Živana and I took care of our old folk like
some precious flowers… And you?
SLOBODAN: I know, I understand, dad… But, those
were different times. Now… it’s not easy for you and
us…
VUKOJE (Apparently calm.): Well, sure, I understand.
It’d be better if we weren’t around. Well, then, Živana,
let’s buy two ropes, you go for one walnut, I’ll go for
the other one…
SLOBODAN: What are you talking about, Vukoje?
Radiša and I will… Find a solution… Isn’t it so, Radiša?
VUKOJE JUNIOR: Grandpa, you don’t need two ropes,
one’s enough…
VUKOJE (Looks at him, confused.): One? Why one?
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Laughing.): Well, we are done with
you…
SAŠA (Laughing.): We’ve buried you, Vukoje…
VUKOJE (Ironically.): Well, yeah… That’s right…
ŽIVANA (To Vukoje.): Yes, yes! You deserve it. You were
asking for trouble. Now the grandsons can tease
you…
RADIŠA (Angrily, to the boys.): Didn’t I tell you some-
thing?! If I get hold of you! (To Slobodan. Apparently
calm.) I agree… not to separate them… So let’s do it
this way: six months with us, six with you. Honestly,
like brothers…Otherwise… (Shakes his head.)
SLOBODAN (Provokingly, to Petra.): I don’t know what
Pepi says about this…
PETRA (Turns her back on them. Snivelling, to her-
self.): I am invisible…
ŽIVANA: I am not going anywhere…
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MILICA (Approaches Petra, puts her arm around her.):
Don’t cry, sis… Balkan men… Don’t worry. You’ve
heard it; Živana and Vukoje aren’t leaving this place.
(PETRA shakes off Milica’s hand.)
VUKOJE (Apparently calm.): I think that’s the best pro-
posal… Half a year with one and half with the other
son. (Voice quivering.) Clever, fair like brothers… (As
if curious.) Are we going to move the beds too or just
bed down on straw bags?
(SAŠA and VUKOJE JUNIOR laugh.)
BRANKA: C’mon, Vukoje, we have… (To Radiša.) Isn’t
it so, love…
RADIŠA (Angry, gets up and starts toward Branka.):
Stop with that “love”, for God’s sake! If you do that
again!
SLOBODAN (Grabs his sleeve.): What’s wrong,
Radiša? Cool it… Sit, calm down…
BRANKA (Looks astonished.): What have I done
wrong?
RADIŠA (Sits.): I’ve had enough of that; love this, love
that… I’ll forget my own name!
(BRANKA is in shock, starts crying.)
VUKOJE JUNIOR (To Saša, thinking of Petra and
Branka.): Now they can do it in a duet…
SAŠA: It’s just a summer shower… it’ll stop in a
minute…
VUKOJE JUNIOR: With Petra it’s a whole-day driz-
zle…
VUKOJE (Looks at his daughters-in-law, but that does
not upset him.): Did you hear that, Živana? I swear,
our children are smart and get on well… (With grow-
ing anger.) As if we were storks, eh? (Calmer.) At least
they go back to their own chimney… (Angrily.) No, no
way, it can’t be, my sons!
RADIŠA (Calmer, drinking.): Oh, my God, people! We
were just suggesting, and you; as if we had thrown
stones at you… 

BRANKA (Whispering, looking at Vukoje.): Neither to
lead nor to be led…”
ŽIVANA (Gets up nervously.): That’s right. Even if you
put him in the flask you can’t get him…(Sits).
VUKOJE: Yes, you can, you can, Živana! You’ll see
now… (Takes off the sheepskin. Approaches her.) Get
up!
ŽIVANA: What’s the matter with you, why? (Confused,
hesitates, gets up and then sits back down.)
VUKOJE: Get up! I say, get up! That’s right! Kneel!
ŽIVANA: Vukoje, what the hell!? Why…?
VUKOJE (Sharply.): Kneel… on your knees, I say!
ŽIVANA (Kneels. Whispering.): Oh, God! What’s hap-
pening to me… Children!
(RADIŠA gets up, sits down, gets up again.)
(VUKOJE gestures to him to sit down.)
(RADIŠA sits obediently.)
ŽIVANA (Quiveringly, hesitating.): Forget it, Vukoje.

What’s the matter with you tonight?
VUKOJE (Puts a loaf of bread on her head.): Hold it!
SAŠA (Looks at Vukoje.): I’ve seen this in some film…
VUKOJE JUNIOR (To Saša.): He’s not gonna curse her,
eh?
SAŠA: Mercy killing, bro…
ŽIVANA (Holds the bread with one hand.): Poor me…
VUKOJE JUNIOR: Never seen or heard…
SAŠA (To Vukoje Junior.): Watch now, you’ll remember
forever…
(VUKOJE Junior gets up and looks curiously.)
VUKOJE: With both hands… Like that! Do not move!
(Goes to the house and grabs the yoke.)
RADIŠA (Whispering.): He’s crazy, he’s really going to…
SLOBODAN (To Radiša.): You just sit…
SAŠA (To Vukoje Junior.): It’s getting dramatic…
VUKOJE JUNIOR: What’s the hoe for?
SAŠA: Mercy killing, I told you… Now grandpa is going
to say: It’s not me who kills you, it’s the bread…



VUKOJE JUNIOR: No, really? What dark stuff. I must
write this down!
SAŠA: The culmination of the drama that the main
player will, hopefully, only act out.
(VUKOJE Junior records Vukoje and the whole scene
on his mobile.)
VUKOJE (Comes back. Lays the yoke in front of
Radiša and Slobodan.): We wrecked our backs so
that we could take stuff into town for you. We fed half
the town… (Takes another loaf, blesses it, kisses it,
puts it on his head and kneels next to Živana.) C’mon,
my sons!
ŽIVANA (Scared.): Are you crazy, man?!
VUKOJE (Threateningly.): Shut up, woman!
ŽIVANA (Pleading.): Vukoje, don’t do this to the chil-
dren…
PETRA (Turns towards the table. Looks vengefully at
Slobodan.): All crazy… crazy house…
VUKOJE: C’mon, like brothers. Fifty – fifty! One can
take Živana, the other Vukoje! Fifty – fifty! What are
you waiting for?! Show us… Together, my sons!
VUKOJE JUNIOR (While recording, to Saša.): Even
Kurosawa would be envious!
MILICA (While looking at Vukoje, to Petra.): We are all
unhappy in our own way…
(PETRA nods. Stops snivelling.)
RADIŠA (With growing anger, getting up.): You should
be…
SLOBODAN (Calmly.): Radiša! Sit down and cool it!
VUKOJE: What’s the matter? You can’t agree?
BRANKA: What’s wrong, grandpa? This is not why we
came…
ŽIVANA: The schnapps is sitting in the barrel… 
VUKOJE: Enough, woman! Say a prayer… We and God
forgive you. Hit it, sons! What are you waiting for?
SAŠA: I can’t stand it anymore… (Approaches Vukoje,
kisses him.) Not like this, grandpa. This is not the so-

lution. Get up. (Helps him get up.) Enough with this
farce.
VUKOJE (Gets up with shaky knees. Kisses the
bread and puts it on the table.): Eh, my Saša, my
Saša… Hope it never happens to you. (To the
bread.) Sorry. (To Radiša and Slobodan.) You don’t
have the balls… (To himself.) Neither balls, nor soul,
my sons…
VUKOJE JUNIOR (To Saša, reproachingly.): You’ve ru-
ined my scene, man!
SAŠA (Approaches Živana, takes the bread, puts it on
the table. Helps her get up and sit on the chair.):
Vukoje was joking, grandma… Like that… (Jokingly.)
He is angry no trumpeters came…
SLOBODAN (To Vukoje Junior, whispering.): A ritual
which reflects the subconscious desire in old people
to present themselves as victims…
ŽIVANA (Crying, to Vukoje.): Curse you, you…Why are
you shocking my children, you crazy man…
MILICA (Squats next to Petra. Together they stare at
the table.): You know what, Pepi, when I am irritated,
when I have a problem, I often sing…
PETRA (Snivelling.): Who feels like singing now?...
MILICA: I know, but I still do it… Despite… And you’ll
see; my soul accepts it and my heart starts singing…
Let’s try together…
PETRA (Angry, whispering.): You, Milica, are not all
there… Maybe Vukoje was crazy or drunk when he
made you…
VUKOJE (Broken.): They’ve forgotten it all. I haven’t. I
remember from the moment you first cried next to the
hearth, when I planted these walnuts, when I…
(Angry.) We used to provide heat with out wood for
half of this village…
RADIŠA (Desperately.): We haven’t, we haven’t forgot-
ten, dad!
MILICA (To Petra.): Isn’t love madness and drunken-
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ness? That’s why later… (Starts singing.) Fall leaves,
leaves! Fall leaves in the mountains!
VUKOJE (Takes the yoke.): Yes, yes! This still remem-
bers. My shoulders still go numb! (Looks at the wal-
nuts, then, excited by Milica’s song, starts hitting the
branches with the yoke. Walnuts rain down, on the
table and around it, they keep raining…) Shoulders
are numb…Numb! The left one! And the right
one…Both still get numb!
SAŠA (Tries to stop him.): Grandpa! Don’t, grandpa,
you’ve never hit…
VUKOJE: Let me go, Saša. I have to… So I don’t burst,
son…
ŽIVANA (Panicking.): Poor me! He’s gone mad!
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Recording.) Slam it, Vukoje! Slam it,
grandpa! I’d do the same… This one too… and this
branch, grandpa!
ŽIVANA (Tries to stop him.): Don’t, Vukoje! The chil-
dren… the grandchildren…
(VUKOJE pushes her away.)
ŽIVANA (Falls down.): Poor me! He’s possessed… Poor
me! Stop him, children!
MILICA (Continues to sing, through sobs.): And cover,
cover, cover my trail!...
VUKOJE (Hitting the branches.): Fall down! Ripe… My
sons! (Keeps hitting now one now the other walnut.)
Fifty – fifty! Fifty – fifty!
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Jumps around him. Tipsy.): This
branch, grandpa! And this one! And this one!
PETRA (To her son.): Vukoje!
VUKOJE JUNIOR: With an axe, grandpa! Shall I bring
it? (Uses Boško’s cane.) Where’s the axe, cousin?
VUKOJE: Bring it, Vukoje! Bring, bring the axe! (Keeps
hitting.)
PETRA (Gets up and follows him.): Son! Stop, Vukoje!
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Running towards the shed.): Both,
grandpa! Both of them should be chopped!

PETRA (Panicking.): Slobodan?!
RADIŠA (Tries to approach Vukoje, to stop him.): Don’t,
dad! Stop it!
SLOBODAN (The only one calmly observing the scene,
occasionally sipping his drink.): Let him be, Radiša…
Hit it, hit it, Vukoje! Harder, harder!
VUKOJE (Starts hitting even harder.): Fifty – fifty! Fifty
there – fifty here!
MILICA (Stops Petra who is trying to follow her son.):
Forget them all, Petra. (Sings.) Fall leaves, leaves. Fall
leaves in the mountains!
PETRA (Hysterically.): Stop it, Milica! For God’s sake:
stop it!
MILICA: It’s a harvest, sis… You always sing in the har-
vest…
PETRA: But, you are all gone! Oh, God, is the sun ever
going to rise?
SLOBODAN (Ironically.): Well, Petra, it has so far…
(The same and Dimitrije.)
DIMITRIJE (Enters the scene and meets Vukoje Junior.
Confused.): What’s happening, boy?
VUKOJE JUNIOR: We are harvesting the walnuts, fa-
ther!
DIMITRIJE: What, now? (Crosses himself, approaches
the table. Jokingly.) Greetings, good people and silly
Vukoje!
(VUKOJE doesn’t notice him, continues to hit the wal-
nuts.)
DIMITRIJE (Crosses himself.): What devil has pos-
sessed you? Wait for the morning, crazy head.
ŽIVANA: He’s had a few drinks, and wants to do it
now…
VUKOJE JUNIOR (From the back of the stage.): There’s
no axe, grandpa!
(VUKOJE hits the light. Darkness. Starry night above
the scene. Silence. The light on the house comes on.
The shadows are long and the scene seems unreal.



He stops hitting the branches, stands and stares
around him as if he has awoken from a deep sleep.
Looks around. Broken and tired, he sits on the
ground next to the walnut tree and leans against it.)
BOŠKO (Coming from the house, looking at the sky.):
Stars! People, look at the sky! (Dreamy.) The sky is
packed with stars!
RADIŠA: Oh, people! Fuck the stars! This is not the
time! (To Milica, threateningly.) Stop it! Do you hear
me, Milica!? You picked the wrong time… Oh, people,
people…
BRANKA: She can sing if she feels like it.
PETRA: God, what a horrible dream! (Whispering.)
Where am I? Am I ever going to wake up? (Bitterly.) I
deserve it, yes I do…
ŽIVANA (Approaches Vukoje, puts her arm on his
shoulder.): Poor Vukoje, poor dear Vukoje… (Sits next
to him.)
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Passes next to Vukoje, pats him on
his head, feeling sorry for him.): Živana’s orphan…

BRANKA (To Petra.): It’s not a dream, Petra…The vil-
lage… our beautiful village, my dear…
DIMITRIJE: What have you done, crazy Vukoje?
BOŠKO (Approaching the table.): Why are you sitting
in the dark, dear people?
SAŠA: Grandpa killed the day…
VUKOJE JUNIOR (Approaches the table, enthusiasti-
cally.): We pick, we pick! We hit, we hit! We knock
down the stars!
BRANKA (To Boško, spreading her arms as if to em-
brace him.): Romantic, dear brother-in-law! 
SAŠA (Going to the house.): I’ll bring a light bulb!
BOŠKO (Mesmerized stares at the sky, goes around
the table.): People! Folks… Dear people, look… Raise
you heads, look up… Look how full and starry the sky
above is! 
(Vukoje and Živana stare at the ground, Dimitrije re-
provingly at the audience, and the others into the sky.)

Curtain
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